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Abstract
Distributed photovoltaic generation (PVG) and associated interconnection requirements are fast becoming a disruptive technological challenge to the existing
regulated electric industry. The inherent intermittency of the solar photovoltaic
(PV) resources, caused by cloud passing, tends to exceed the response time of the
operational reserve of the power system or place an excessive burden on that. To
pave the way for hosting a larger amount of the grid-tied solar PVG resources,
in the areas with high penetration level utilities have introduced a restriction on
the ramp rate (RR) of the PVG output power, referred to as smoothing. Battery
storage (BS) devices can reliably absorb the sudden PVG dips and rises as the
passing clouds cast a shadow over the solar plant while the RR requirements are
maintained. On the other hand, the BS significantly increases the price of solar
PVG and challenges its commercial viability.
This study aims to contribute to this growing field of research by investigating
two key elements which virtually justify the BS solution: extending its life cycle
and reducing the required capacity. Generally, the BS technologies are designed
to undertake relatively long and stable charge and discharge cycles rather than
supplying short-term and momentary energy demands. This creates a motivation
for using BS chemistries of higher energy density, e.g. Li-FePO4 , as well as incorporating ultra-capacitor (UC) technology to construct a hybrid storage system
(HSS). Hence, the structure of the power electronic converters and required control system for the HSS-based PVG smoothing is addressed in this dissertation.
Another matter of concern is that the Li-FePO4 cells suffer the issue of the state
of charge (SOC) imbalance particularly in series connected strings for relatively
high voltage applications. An active cell balancing algorithm is proposed to mitigate the growing SOC gap between the cells during the charge and discharge
cycles using bidirectional flyback converters.
Seen from a wider perspective, the required BS capacity could be remarkably
reduced, if the ramp down process is initiated prior to occurrence of the sudden
v

dip in PVG output. This raises a key question that whether a battery-optimised
PVG smoothing is accomplished by means of the prior knowledge about timing
and characteristics of the clouds projected to obscure the sun. To this end,
a real-time imagery based short-term cloud prediction approach is proposed to
serve as a conservative early warning of the passing clouds. Afterwards, the
cloud prediction information is incorporated into a conventional storage based
PVG smoothing system to examine the amount of reduced storage capacity. The
results obtained through an experimental test confirms the hypothesis of the
battery-optimised smoothing approach using the prediction information produced
from the live images taken from a sky-facing roof-top camera.
The present study makes several contributions to the field of the generation
smoothing of the solar PV:
 It looks into an HSS-based smoothing approach accounting for the structure
of the power electronic converters as well as the control strategy.
 A control algorithm is proposed for a flyback active battery cell balancer
with an interleaved connection of the transformers. This provides a safe and
efficient utilisation of the entire capacity of a large battery stack while eliminates any premature termination of the charge/discharge cycles attributed
to SOC imbalance of the series-connected battery cells.
 An improved PVG smoothing approach based on real-time cloud prediction information is proposed and examined for the amount of required BS
backup. It is eventually indicated that the storage-optimised PVG smoothing process is technically viable by the means of an imagery-based cloud
forecasting method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

The growing concerns about energy crises and climate changes have created a
motivation for extensive deployment of renewable energy resources displacing the
conventional power plants. On the other hand, due to the reducing trend in
manufacturing cost of photovoltaic (PV) panel and recent advances in power
electronic converters, PV power plants have been broadly deployed in a wide
range of rated power as standalone generation plants in remote areas as well
as grid-connected applications. The integration of the PVG plants into electric power system either as relatively low voltage (LV) small rooftop plants or
medium voltage (MV) utility-scale PV farms has raised a new area of investigation among electrical scholars, utility grid operators as well as PV solution
manufacturers; the advantageous and detrimental effects of these systems on the
utility grid. Since the distribution power systems have been traditionally designed
for unidirectional power-flow from the main substation into downstream loads,
the presence of the PV systems close to the consumption points might violate
these assumptions and introduce unprecedented changes in power-flow direction,
power factor, transmission losses, voltage magnitude, and harmonic distortion.
These might be either detrimental or beneficial for the distribution network. The
severity of these changes is a function of power system’s characteristics, and the
variations in consumers’ demand as well as amount of PVG units installed across
the network. These variations affect the power system in different ways depending on the time span they occur. The day-long variations, that mostly follow a
predictable parabolic trend, shift the operating point of the power system which
are commonly referred to as ”static effects”. Whereas, ”dynamic effects” are
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those created by stochastic and short-term indeterminacy of the PVG. Different
aspects of both dynamic and static effects will be discussed in this chapter.

1.1.1

Static Effects

As the PVG plants are increasingly taking over a remarkable portion of the total
demand in distribution level, a larger capacity will be released either in distribution or transmission network. To some extent, this makes up for the regular
demand growth of the clients without any infrastructural upgrade. Moreover, it
provides an opportunity for exporting electric energy to the neighbouring networks as a potential long-term benefit [1]. By the reduction of power-flow in the
distribution system, the current in the power lines is decreased correspondingly
which results in reduced losses in the power lines (RI 2 term) [2]. On the other
hand, when in a load point the generation exceeds the amount of demand, the
power will flow in reverse direction from end users to other load points or main
substation that brings about voltage swell, malfunction of voltage drop compensator devices, and runaway condition in the transformer tap changers [3]. This
phenomenon in terms of severity and extent exacerbates as the deployment level
of PVG systems increases. To this end, utilising the PVG systems beyond 25%
of customers’ demand is usually regarded as high penetration level that noticeably affects network operation [4]. The apparent mismatch between the daily
trend in energy demand of the residential clients and output power of the PVG
plants implies a higher likelihood of over-generation during the mid-day time.
This long-term mismatch between PVG power and the demand is illustrated in
Fig. 1.1 for a household customer. The over-generation causes reverse power-flow
and the voltage swell issues in distribution networks which occasionally propagate into the upstream transmission level, as well. The reactive power control of
the PV inverters as well as utilising the flexible alternating current transmission
system (FACTS) devices have been indicated as effective solutions to alleviate
the static effects [5]. Although reverse power-flow and the resulting voltage rise
are regarded as the immediate static effect of the distributed PVG, it will not be
critically troublesome for power grids unless in weak power feeders [6]. A similar
deduction has been made by [7] according to a simulation probability study of
voltage amplitude in several sample buses as well as the averaged value for all
consumers in a test network against the penetration level of PVG which indicated
conformity with EN BS 50160 up to 30% of penetration level. The excessive level
of PVG deployment also changes the unit commitment model of the power system.
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Figure 1.1: Variations of PVG output power in different time scales.

Figure 1.2: The California Independent System Operator (CAISO) duck chart [8].

The PVG integration can dramatically change the pattern of net load demand
need to be met by the utility. Due to the parabolic trend in the daily generation
of the PV, the net demand would experience a significant reduction during the
mid-day production peak. This may result in over-generation which violates the
economic dispatch and raises the generation cost. Fig. 1.2, referred to as ”duck
chart”, shows how the growing level of PV integration could change the shape of
net load demand and poses the potential risk of mid-day over-generation [8]. The
power system security is also a critical factor to determine the financial evaluation
of the large-scale PV plants. Even if the PV generation capacity well matches
the peak demand, the location of the plant should be chosen as such the bus
voltages and line capacity limits are not violated and the power system is able
3

to withstand the contingencies [9, 10]. Different solutions have been outlined to
reduce the mismatch between the amount of demand and the total output power
of the PVG systems. Changing the orientation of the PV panels toward east or
west will slightly level off the peak area of the generation curve and relatively
expand that toward morning and evening hours, respectively, however at the cost
of the reduction in the overall daily production. As indicated in [11] this does
not completely compensate the generation consumption imbalance yet the midday generation’s peak is reduced by 30%. Alternatively, the control strategy of
the PVG system could be modified to have it working below maximum power
point (MPP) and curtail the excess power [12]. Moreover, this may be achieved
by employing a dump load to consume the excess output power while the PVG
system is operating at MPP. From the perspective of grid operation, the large
scale PV generation plants could significantly benefit the utility grid in terms of
the stability and reliability provided that the essential grid interactive capabilities
are properly incorporated, e.g. voltage control, active power controls, regulating
ramp-rate, fault ride through, and frequency control. This requires the instantaneous management of active and reactive power as well as ramp rate control
similar to large conventional generation plants. The PV plant, as such, operates in a more reliable and profitable manner [13]. The energy storage systems
are also capable of addressing the discrepancy issue by matching up generation
and demand over time without any energy curtailment [14–17]. Thus, BS have
been indicated to be a promising option [18–21] and the only feasible solution
for household clients, while for utility-scale applications super-conducting magnetic energy system (SMES) [22,23], flywheel kinetic energy storage [24], UC [25],
and fuel-cell systems [26, 27] have been proposed as well. With the exception of
SMES the other solutions have been also practically utilised. From a financial
point of view, the virtually high price of BS becomes more justifiable when it
is allocated to serve other functions along with PVG shifting. As a generation
shifter the BS stores the generated energy over the off-pick demand period (noon)
and contributes in supplying the load during the on-pick period (evening) when
increased tariff is applied. This practice is termed as peak shaving. In addition,
the BS can reshape the demand profile to a comparatively leveler daily pattern
which referred to as load levelling. If it is allowed in the regulatory framework
the energy surpasses the consumption of the household client could be purchased
by the utility in on-pick periods. It is provided that an amount of generation,
which is predefined by the operator, is supplied by PVG in a timely manner.
This is manifested as dispatch-ability which may not be accomplished unless the
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PVG is accompanied by a BS system. The BS could also serve other auxiliary
applications such as uninterruptible power supply (UPS), grid frequency stabilisation, reduction of transmission losses, increasing the reliability, spinning reserve,
peak-shaving, load levelling, etc. [14–16,18,28–33]. The integration of PVG units
with utility grid requires compliance with the regulations adopted by grid operators. In the case of rooftop scale, PV systems are allowed to inject active
power up to the nominal rating, while reactive power is often restricted to the
value of zero meaning no contribution in voltage control of the network [34, 35].
Consequently, over the hours when PVG has a considerable share in supplying
active power demand of consumers, the utility only delivers the reactive power.
Therefore, the power factor will drop to a level as low as 0.5, which conventional
measures usually fail to perfectly compensate that. The situation becomes more
crucial when reactive power supply to the endpoint loads is interrupted due to a
power line or a generator outage. Therefore the customers are subject to more
serious voltage disturbances [6, 36]. Hence, incorporating reactive power control
in PVG solutions might subside these power factor issues [7]. In this regard,
the advent of smart-grid enables a more comprehensive control strategy on distributed generation units. Another matter of concern about the high penetration
of PVG is system stability which has been in focus of attention in few previous
research works. Different scenarios of the PVG deployment in the power system,
namely centralised PV farm with constant output of active and reactive power
(PQ), centralised PV farm with constant active power generation and voltage
amplitude (PV), and distributed installation of PV systems in residential area,
have been analysed in [1] which revealed an improvement in loading capability
of the network in the case of distributed installation. Whereas, no significant
changes were observed in two other cases. The integration of PVG into utility
grid can positively affect the transient stability of the transmission network, as
well. As penetration level of the PVG increases, characteristic eigenvalues of the
power system varies slightly while all are still located in the left-hand area of the
s-plane which guarantee the stability of the system [1]. Moreover, the transient
post-fault behaviour of a test distribution network is examined in [36]. Depending
on the type of fault and its location with respect to the major generator units as
well as PVG systems, the presence of the PVG systems could improve or deteriorate transient response of the generator speed, its relative angle, and also the
voltage magnitude in different buses. A positive effect of distributed PVG plants
on the stability of the transmission system has been observed when a power line
outage isolates the generation units from the rest of network with insufficient
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generation. In this case, the stability is seriously compromised unless the severity
of the post-fault disturbances is alleviated as a result of the contribution of PVG
systems.

1.1.2

Dynamic Effects

The primary matter of concern raised in relation to wide-spread deployment of
the PVG systems is stemmed from intermittent nature of the solar irradiance
caused from passing clouds and atmospheric phenomena so that the generated
electric power will fluctuate proportionally. In particular when the PVG units are
allowed to operate in MPP with no restriction from utility operator. As Fig. 1.1
illustrates, compared with the aforementioned long-term daily variations passing
clouds create very fast and unpredictable generation dips with significant amplitude. This requires that the ordinary operational reserves of the power system
make up for the variability of the PVG plants as well avoiding the frequency
deviations. Therefore, the reserve generation plants will suffer an extensive operational burden or even fail to deliver the required backup due to insufficient
capacity which may lead to undesired frequency deviations. The variations in the
PV output may propagate to the upstream transmission network and increase
the tie-line power fluctuations [17,37–39]. To avoid the frequency fluctuation and
subsequent power outages, one solution is to adapt the conventional economic
load dispatching scheme tentatively to allow any unit with available capacity
participate in the load-following regardless of the fuel price. However, this may
increase the operational cost of the power system [40–42].
The analysis and quantification of fluctuations in solar radiation, its amplitude
and periodicity have been the topic of many research papers. The localised spectral analysis of instantaneous clearness index is carried out by meant of wavelet
transform in [43] and then the ”fluctuation power index” and ”fluctuation energy index” are introduced to characterise the variations in clearness index of
the atmosphere. The results have revealed that although the clearness index is
subject to fluctuations ranging from a few seconds to an hour of duration, the
remarkable variations primarily occur in a time frame of few minutes. In another
work, the clouds have been simulated in order to quantify their effect on PVG
level [44]. This research revealed that the worst cases of generation losses usually occur during the mid-day PVG peak by Cumulus clouds which surprisingly
are not as dark and dense as Squall Line ones, yet they pass more frequently
over a specific location. Moreover, the wider be the area that PVG systems are
6

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Totalised areal equalising effect in a 25[MW] PVG plant [50]. (a) The
output power of one PV panel. (b) The observed variations for different combinations
of PV arrays.

dispersed throughout; the less total generation will be affected. For areas larger
than few hundreds km2 , the maximum generation changes were also shown to
occur mainly in 1-2 [min] intervals. The relation between the total PVG output
and vastness of the area PVG systems are located has been evaluated in [45–48].
Where a significant reduction has been identified in the amplitude of the power
fluctuations particularly the short-time components. This effect is termed as
the equalising effect of totalised areal irradiance [49, 50]. Fig. 1.3 represents
the short-term variability of a 25 [MW] PVG plant observed across a different
number of arrays. The more PV arrays are included, the fewer disturbances are
observed in the generated power as a result of totalised areal equalising effect.
This explains the financial and technical benefits of implementing the equalising
7

Figure 1.4: The diagram of a PVG output smoothing controller.

measures in upstream level especially for locationally dispersed and small-scale
PVG plants [47,48]. Whereas the requirement for the equalising the PVG output
is unavoidable. In particular, this is comparatively more crucial for centralised
PVG plants in industrial or utility-scale capacity. Therefore, different solutions
have been outlined to address the output power fluctuations of the PVG systems
attributed to the solar radiation intermittency and passing clouds which are referred as ”smoothing” hereafter. The key element for smoothing the PVG output
power is a storage system which serves as an energy buffer and suppresses the
short-term generation fluctuations. The main objective is to maintain the RR of
the output power variations within a pre-defined limit. This is usually requested
by the utility operators in the percentage of the rated output power per minute,
e.g 10% per minute, which determines the required energy storage capacity.
Regardless of the technology and characteristics of the storage system, the
strategy of controlling the smoothing storage device has a significant influence
on the performance of the smoothing process as well as the optimal capacity of
the storage system and its amount of engagement. The primary function of the
smoothing controller is generating a reference quantity for the regulated PVG
output power. This defines how the storage backup operates to make up for the
fast variations. Fig. 1.4 represents a simplified diagram of a smoothing controller. Given the output variability of the wind power generation systems as
well as wind-PV hybrid plants, the smoothing techniques for these systems share
similar principles to the PVG output equalising, with the exception of relatively
different characteristics of disturbances. A number of studies have proposed lowpass filtering, moving window averaging and other linear filtering approaches to
segregate the fluctuating component of the output power [51, 52]. In these techniques, the maximum allowable RR of output power may be violated momentarily
since it is not the directly under control. Hence, direct control on the RR of the
variations has proved to exhibit a more satisfactory smoothing performance in
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the hybrid wind-PV generation plants. In the literature, linear signal processing
approaches, e.g. Kalman, and Fuzzy wavelet filtering have been also proposed to
mitigate the output power variability of the wind and hybrid wind/PVG systems.
Moreover, Refs. [53, 54] have suggested Fuzzy logic SOC controller to ensure the
optimal operation of the BS. In general, the energy storage devices account for a
significant share of the total price in a PVG plant. Therefore the optimal operation of the BS would be of great financial benefit. For this purpose, some of the
recent research works discussed incorporating the SOC in the smoothing control
to prevent the lifetime depletion caused by overcharge and over-discharge of the
BS [31, 32, 55, 56]. Previous studies have reported the geographical dispersion as
a critical factor which can significantly reduce the amount of required BS. It was
identified that the centralised smoothing approach can efficiently function using
half the amount of BS needed in distributed smoothing approach, in terms of
capacity and power [47]. Moreover, in [39] a Fuzzy-based output controller was
proposed for a PV-Diesel hybrid isolated electricity grid where the PV generation
level was determined using the Fuzzy reasoning based on the average insolation,
insolation changes, and frequency fluctuations. This approach minimised the battery involvement by allocating the frequency control to the PV inverters using
a Fuzzy controller. In another research work, two techniques were suggested to
optimise the amount of BS required for smoothing action. It was proposed that
the ramp up events be regulated by limiting the PV inverters export. This effectively halves the BS capacity needed for the smoothing operation. Moreover, it
was identified that the required BS capacity could be also reduced by adjusting
the SOC based on the instantaneous export of the PVG plant [57].

1.1.3

Storage System

In the electric networks, BS has proven a versatile solution for a wide range of
applications which could be expanded to the RR control of the PVG output as well
[21, 31, 51, 55, 56]. The BS generally suits the applications which involve virtually
long-term and stable intervals of energy exchange. Whereas, in comparison to the
PVG peak-shifting, in smoothing process during the sudden output variations the
BS backup is subject to an excessive stress due to the recurrent, short-term and
shallow charge/discharge cycles. Therefore the BS technologies of higher power
density, e.g. Li-FePO4 , serve as more efficient solutions to this application [58].
Moreover, the UC technology could be combined with the BS to bridge fast and
intense power fluctuations [59, 60]. UC has been recently introduced and gained
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a considerable attention as a short-time energy storage in the power system. In
spite of the BS technologies, which operate based on the electrochemical reactions,
in UC the principal is storing the energy via electric charge which is similar to the
ordinary capacitors and enables delivering higher pulses of energy. Furthermore, a
new type of lead-acid battery cells integrated with UC in a unified package termed
as ultra-battery has been commercialised in recent years which can be deployed
for both the smoothing and energy shifting applications in a PVG system [44,61].
For an effective handling of the HSS consisting of BS and UC the appropriate
considerations should be taken into account in power conversion stage as well as
control system.

1.1.4

Cell Equalisation of Battery Storage

Battery cells are usually utilised as series connected strings to build up a voltage
level which suits the relatively high voltage applications such as utility grid.
However, in this arrangement, the cells tend to develop unequal SOC due to
manufacturing tolerances, irregular distribution of temperature, and differences in
the ageing and self-discharge characteristics of particular cells. The cell degraded
in capacity are subject to excessive stress due to overcharge and over-discharge
which leads to premature failure of the affected cells. In particular the Li-FePO4
chemistry it manifested as irreversible chemical reactions in the electrodes and
the electrolyte. On the other hand, Li-FePO4 feature a comparatively superior
energy and power density than the lead-acid chemistry. Therefore, this technology
is widely deployed for the applications which involve short-term and high power
energy demand, e.g. PVG output power smoothing. The cell equalising measures
are the key solution to this issue and prevent any possible damage to the LiFePO4 cells in the series connected battery stacks which prolong the lifespan
of the battery cells. Moreover, this enables a more efficient utilisation of the
entire capacity of the stack by preventing immature termination of the charge or
discharge cycle once only a few outlier cells are reached an over-charged or overdischarged condition [62]. Passive balancing approaches are common solutions
which shunt the overcharged cells with bleeding resistors during charge cycle until
all cells concurrently reach the full charge state. The shunt resistors dissipate the
excess power as heat during the balancing process. Therefore, this solution is not
of a superior efficiency and can create a significant temperature gradient between
the cells and negatively affect the balancing process. In contrast in active cell
balancing approaches the charge imbalance is addressed by routeing the surplus
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charge from the over-charged cells to those of lower SOC level [63–68]. The
methods which are based on switched capacitor/inductor primarily allows charge
transfer between adjacent cells and suffer prolonged balancing time until the cell
voltages are converged [69–73]. Bidirectional DC-DC converters such as flybacks
can expand the charge routeing scheme, i.e. between cells and the entire battery
stack or smaller group of cells [74–77].

1.1.5

Short-Term Cloud Prediction

Incorporating the BS into the PVG system for smoothing purpose involves several deterrent factors, i.e. relatively high capital price, regular maintenance, additional considerations in power conversion and control design. Therefore, considerable attention has been paid to weather prediction information for more efficient
management of solar energy resources and enables accommodating higher levels
of these variable generation resources while comparatively less amount of storage
backup is required. There is a wide range of forecasting methods and data sets
with different temporal and spatial scales [78]. Long-term weather prediction
approaches are of potential benefits in scheduling the unit commitment as well
as economic dispatch of generation plants up to a day ahead while a significant
amount of distributed PVG systems are also taken into consideration [41, 79–81].
From a short-term perspective, the load balancing operation is considerably enhanced by incorporating the information on the projected output of PVG units.
Therefore, a precise information about timing and optical characteristics of the
clouds which are projected to shade a PVG plant enables a predictive smoothing approach. Therefore, prior to the shading event, the output power begins a
downward slope so that it reaches the low point by the time the passing clouds
occlude the sun. In the ideal case, this mitigates the sudden generation drop
while the storage backup is not required. Meanwhile, the comparatively gentle
slope of the output power satisfies the RR limitation of the existing operational
reserves. Given the scheduled time scale of the reserve capacity, forecasting approaches with sub-hour temporal range exhibit a more precise accuracy. Hence,
the ground-based real-time observations using the sky-cameras [82–85] and the
network of radiometric sensors [86–88] has been recently in the focus of many
research works on the PVG output smoothing. There is a wide range of forecasting methods and data sets with different temporal and spatial scales [78].
Long-term weather prediction approaches are of potential benefits in scheduling
the unit commitment as well as economic dispatch of generation plants up to a
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day ahead while a significant amount of distributed PVG systems are also taken
into consideration [41, 79–81]. From a short-term perspective, the load balancing
operation is considerably enhanced by incorporating the information on the projected output of PVG units. Therefore, a precise information about timing and
optical characteristics of the clouds which are projected to shade a PVG plant
enables a predictive smoothing approach. Therefore, prior to the shading event,
the output power begins a downward slope so that it reaches the low point by
the time the passing clouds occlude the sun. In the ideal case, this mitigates the
sudden generation drop while the storage backup is not required. Meanwhile,
the comparatively gentle slope of the output power satisfies the RR limitation of
the existing operational reserves. Given the scheduled time scale of the reserve
capacity, forecasting approaches with sub-hour temporal range exhibit a more
precise accuracy. Hence, the ground-based real-time observations using the skycameras [82–85] and the network of radiometric sensors [86–88] has been recently
in the focus of many research works on the PVG output smoothing.

1.2

Main Objectives

The main objectives of the conducted research study are as follows:
 Examination of the storage based smoothing scheme for an industrial scale
grid connected PVG system, including suitable structures for the power
electronic converters, and design and simulation of the respective control
system.
 Further investigation of the storage based PVG smoothing using the HSS
and considering the contribution of the UC for a more efficient utilisation
of the BS.
 Proposing an equalising algorithm for a bidirectional flyback based active
cell balancer to address the SOC mismatch issue which occurs in the series
connected battery banks in both charge and discharge cycles.
 Discussing the hypothesis of storage-optimised PVG output smoothing approach by means of the short-term cloud prediction data produced by real
time processing of the sky images.
 Proposing a robust imagery based cloud prediction method and developing
a preliminary prototype to evaluating the experimental results and find out
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whether it is a viable storage-optimised PVG smoothing solution.

1.3

Structure of Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter-2 first describes the double-stage structure of the power electronic converter including a DC-DC and DC-AC converter to serve as an interface between a general DC power resource and the utility grid. Two different ways
to integrate the HSS into the PVG converter for export smoothing purpose,
i.e. AC-coupled and DC-coupled structured are studied. In AC coupled
configuration, the HSS is tied into the grid through an independent DC-AC
converter with two parallel DC-DC converters for the BS and UC. Whereas,
the parallel DC-DC converters are directly connected to the DC link of the
PVG converter in DC-coupled structure. The smoother controller splits up
the HSS reference power in a low-pass filter. The high-frequency component
is sent out to the UC and the rest is supplied by the BS. Lastly, the performance of the designed control system is verified and compared on both of
the structures through a simulation study.
Chapter-3 investigates a bidirectional flyback active cell balancer with interleaved arrangement of high voltage (HV) side of the transformers. It proposes an active cell balancing control algorithm which is able to handle the
cell equalisation during either charge or discharge cycle. It is also examined that how the interleaved arrangement of the transformers affects the
performance of this method. It follows a simulation study confirms the
appropriate performance of the proposed active balancing algorithm.
Chapter-4 demonstrates a storage-optimised PVG smoothing approach using
the short-term imagery based cloud prediction data from real-time observations. Given the limitations and inaccuracies involved in this approach,
a robust and reliable PVG smoothing strategy is proposed. This chapter is also concerned with the implementation of a prototype including a
sky camera and two solar inverters to evaluate the performance of the designed algorithm. Where the PVG smoothing controlled is applied to one
of the inverters and the other one is always working at MPP. Comparing
the experimental results show that the sudden rise and dips appear in the
13

output power of the uncontrolled inverter are significantly compensated by
the smoothing algorithm in the controlled inverter.
Chapter-5 A summary of the main findings and observations on the present research are presented in the final chapter. Moreover, the principal issues and
limitations arisen in this research are discussed. It follows the suggestions
for the future investigations in the field of PVG output smoothing.

1.4

Publications Incorporated in Thesis

Two papers derived from this body of work, including a conference presentation
and a peer reviewed journal article:
1. M. Saleh, M. AS. Masoum, L. Meek, and M. Abshar, Control Algorithm for
Bidirectional Fly-Back Active Cell Balancer with Interleaved Transformer
Connections, in 2016 IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting
(PESGM), July 2016, pp. 1-5. (Chapter-3)
2. M. Saleh, L. Meek, M. AS. Masoum, and M. Abshar, Battery-Less ShortTerm Smoothing of Photovoltaic Generation Using Sky Camera, Industrial
Informatics, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 14, no. 2, pp. 403-414, Feb. 2018.
(Chapter-4)
The full-text of publications is given in Appendix-D. Moreover, the role of candidate is formally endorsed by the co-authors and presented in Appendix-E.
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Chapter 2
Storage-Based Smoothing of PV
Generation
2.1

Introduction

BS systems have been long deployed in electric transmission and distribution
networks for grid stabilisation, operational support, power quality and reliability,
load shifting, etc [89]. There is an escalating trend in the deployment of the
solar electricity in the distribution networks to meet the growing amount of demand. Fast output variability is typical of the PVG resources, which is mainly
attributed to the clouds obscuring the sun and substantial insolation fluctuations.
These sudden over/under generation of the PVG plants are treated as ordinary
load variations which may lead to an extra burden on the conventional operational reserve of the power system, in terms of the incidence of operation as well
as required capacity [40]. This has prompted the utility operators to consider
some restrictions on the output RR of distributed PVG systems [90–92]. Therefore, the application of BS has been expanded to mitigate the extensive and fast
variability in the output of the dispersed PVG plants at the downstream feeders.
Compared to the typical energy storage purposes, for PVG smoothing applications relatively higher power level and shorter cycling intervals, e.g. 10 [min]
versus 1 [hr] are required. Fig. 2.1 is an illustrative comparison between the performance characteristics of various energy storage technologies. The proportion
of the energy density and power density is indicated by sloped lines which allow
evaluation of the typical cycle time for of storage technologies. As seen battery
technologies deliver a typical cycling of 1 [hr], while Li-Ion chemistry tends to
exhibit a greater discharge current (or power [kW]) than Lead-Acid and Ni-Cd
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Figure 2.1: Ragone plot of energy and power characteristics for storage technologies [58].

in a similar capacity ([kWh]) which makes that a better candidate for undertaking sub-hour cycles. Given the time frame of the intermittency in the solar
electricity generation, which is in few minute range, there is a noticeable gap
between the typical cycle time of the BS technologies in the Ragone plot and the
required cycle time. Therefore, a PVG output smoothing technique that solely
relies on the BS is not the financially optimal solution, since the BS should be
over-sized in energy capacity to meet the power rating requirement. This is the
main motivation to combine the BS and UC technologies as an HSS for PVG
output smoothing application while the desired energy and power characteristics
are achieved using a reduced BS size. In the HSS the short-term power impulses
are allocated into the UC which presents a higher power density, shorter time constant, and less round-trip loss. This virtually mitigates the recurring and shallow
charge/discharge cycles of the BS and extends its lifetime, consequently [93–99].
Hence, this chapter discusses and describes the PVG output smoothing technique
by means of the HSS. It begins with a brief overview of various configurations of
the power electronic converters for grid-connected PVG plants accompanied with
BS devices. Afterwards, the incorporation of the UC is surveyed and a closedloop controller is designed for an HSS to regulate the short-term PVG output
power variations. Finally, two different structures for integrating the HSS into
the PVG system, at the AC and DC side, are examined and compared in terms
of performance through a simulation study.
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Figure 2.2: Various composition of power electronic interface or PVG plants [100].

2.2

Structure of Power Electronic Converter

Fig. 2.2 represents a concise overview of the various structures for grid-connected
PVG inverters. Centralised structure only allows single maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) for the whole PV array which is not of the highest solar electricity yield for sizable plants. On the other hand, due to expandability and multiMPPT features, the two-stage multi-string configuration is widely deployed for
industrial and utility scale PVG plants [100]. Therefore, the two-stage structure
is a suitable candidate for PVG smoothing application. Fig. 2.3 demonstrate
the various possible adaptations for including BS in the two-stage configuration.
For small-scale applications, i.e. residential rooftop PVG plant, the BS can be
connected directly to the direct current (DC) link [101]. However, the variable
BS voltage as a function of the SOC is not favourable for large-scale applications.
Hence, using a DC-DC converter as an interface between the BS and DC link
will ensure constant and stable DC link voltage and improves the reliability and
performance of the voltage source inverter (VSI) and provides a more flexible
control on charge and discharge process of the storage system. Coupling the BS
at the alternating current (AC) side and using an independent DC-AC converter
for that enables a modular structure with a superior reliability as well as expansion capability [102]. This structure features a reduced operational loss as well
17

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Different variants of incorporating the BS into a grid-tied PVG system.
(a) Direct connection to the DC link. (b) Connection to the DC link through DC-DC
converter. (c) Connection at the AC side.

since the parallel operation of multiple converters in a fraction of rated power
is comparatively more efficient. Furthermore, this structure gives a flexibility
in the location that PVG output smoothing is implemented. In particular, to
take advantage of the equalising effect of the dispersed PVG plants throughout a
region the AC side coupling of the BS system allows that PVG output smoothing is performed at upstream level, i.e. the incoming of a feeder or substation
location [103]. From HSS perspective the UC could complement the BS system
to achieve a more optimised PVG smoothing operation. In order to include the
UC in the independent DC-AC structure, various feasible alterations are demonstrated in Fig. 2.4. The UC voltage varies as a linear function of the charge,
therefore its stored energy couldn’t be fully utilised due to VSI DC link voltage
limitation. This makes the structure in Fig. 2.4(a) less suitable for HSS application. Since the direct connection of the BS in DC link arises a similar issue in
smaller extent (Fig. 2.4(b)) deploying DC-DC converters for interfacing the BS
and UC will prevent substantial variations in DC link voltage and improves the
VSI operation in transient conditions (Fig. 2.4(c)). The next section deals with

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.4: Different variants of integrating BS and UC for PVG output smoothing
application. (a) UC directly coupled to DC link and BS via DC-DC converter. (b) BS
directly coupled to DC link and UC via DC-DC converter. (c) UC and BS coupled
through DC-DC converter.
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two different configurations of power electronic converter for PVG smoothing as
illustrated in Figs. 2.5(a)-(b), referred as ”AC Smoother” and ”DC Smoother”
hereafter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Different structures of the PVG plant accompanied with an HSS for output
smoothing, (a) coupling at DC side, (b) coupling at AC side.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Response to step change for (a) RR limiter filter, and (b) first-order low-pass
filter.

2.3

Smoothing Controller

The main objective of the smoothing controller is to detect and compensate the
undue variations in the PVG output power. Hence, the reference output power is
generated through processing the present and previous output power information.
The desired smoothing effect could be achieved using various linear filters. Fig.
2.6 illustrates the response of the first-order low-pass filter and the ramp limiter
to a step change in the input. Given the bounded area between the step input
and the output power curve represents the required amount of the storage backup
for the smoothing process, the linear ramp limiter filter is comparatively more
optimised in terms of required storage capacity. Moreover, the RR is maintained
within the desired limit all the time, whereas the low-pass filter generates a reference power with a varying RR. Hence, the smoothed output reference value is
generated by a simple RR limiter and its discrete time representation is expressed
in Eq. (2.1):


 PG (t) + Rs · τs if PP V (t) − PG (t) > Rs · τs
∗
PG (t + τs ) =
(2.1)
PG (t)
if −Rs · τs ≤ PP V (t) − PG (t) ≤ Rs · τs


PG (t) − Rs · τs if PP V (t) − PG (t) < −Rs · τs

where PG and PG∗ are the sampled smoothed PVG output power and the reference
value for next sampling interval of τs , respectively. Moreover, PP V denotes the
generated power of the PV plant and Rs is the maximum allowable RR of the
PVG output.
As Fig. 2.6(b) demonstrates the step response of the first-order low-pass filter
shows a gradually decaying RR which is suitable for decomposing the reference
20

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: The diagram of the PVG output smoothing controller. (a) Without UC
voltage regulator. (b) With UC voltage regulator.

power of the BS from the HSS reference power and allocating the fast changing
component to the UC in order to keep the BS from supplying high impulse power.
Eq. (2.2) defines the HSS reference power and (2.3) gives the exponentially
smoothed reference power for the BS using a low-pass filter:
∗
PHSS
(t + τs ) = PG∗ (t + τs ) − PP V (t)

∗
PBS
(t + τs ) =

(2.2)

τf
τs
∗
· PBS (t) +
· PHSS
(t + τs )
τs + τf
τs + τf

(2.3)

where PHSS and PBS denote the sampled quantity of HSS and BS power, respec∗
∗
tively. Moreover, PHSS
and PBS
stands for the corresponding reference values. τs
is the discrete sampling time and the time constant of τf determines the filtering
∗
performance, τf = 0 results in ”no filtering” while as τf → ∞ the PHSS
command
is completely ignored. The diagram of the HSS decomposed reference power generator is demonstrated in Fig. 2.7(a). In order to verify the functionality of the
controller, its simulated response to a 1 [kW] sudden decline in the PVG output
is shown in Fig. 2.8, where the RR limit of 0.1 [kW·min−1 ] is applied. Using a
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Power [kW]
Power [kW]

(a)

10 × Energy [kWh]

(b)

Time [min]
(c)

Figure 2.8: Reference power generation for PVG output smoothing using HSS: (a) PV
produced power and reference output power, (b) HSS reference power decomposed into
the reference power for the BS and UC, and (c) the smoothing energy delivered by the
BS and the UC.

low-pass filter with time a constant of 60 [sec], the smoothing reference power is
divided into the low and high-frequency components to be allocated to the BS
and the UC, respectively. Since the DC component of the smoothing power is
entirely assigned to the BS the net energy exchange by the UC is zero. However,
considering the power losses in the UC and power electronic converters as well as
self-discharge rate of the UC a charge regulator is required to adjust its charge
level at a specific value. For this purpose, a proportional-integral (PI) regulator
22

Power [kW]
Power [kW]

(a)

Energy [kWh]

(b)

Time
(c)

Figure 2.9: Simulation results of the PVG output smoothing using HSS: (a) PV produced power and reference output power, (b) allocated smoothing power to the BS and
the UC, and (c) the smoothing energy delivered by the BS and the UC.

is also incorporated in the smoothing controller to compensate the UC’s voltage
error. The time constant of the UC charge regulator should be much greater than
that of the decomposing filter in order to prevent any interference between these
two controller loops. Fig. 2.7(b) shows the diagram of the PVG power smoothing
with UC voltage regulator. A simulation study is conducted to examine the performance of the HSS based PVG output power smoothing using real insolation
data captured on a day with passing clouds in Western Australia. It is assumed
that the PVG plant is rated at 1 [kW] maximum output power and the desired
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maximum RR of 10% rated power per minute is considered. Moreover, the time
constant τf of the decomposing low-pass filter is 90 [sec]. The simulation results
are shown in Fig. 2.9. It’s observed that upon the fast variations of the output
power the UC starts supplying the smoothing power and the BS gradually takes
over the supply as the time passes. Meanwhile, the overall energy exchanged by
the UC is maintained at zero. The longer is the time constant of the low-pass
filter, the more the UC contributes in smoothing the power fluctuations so that
the BS supplies relatively stable energy demands.

2.4

Controller of Power Electronic Converters

In this section, the implementation of the output smoothing for a grid-connected
PVG plant using HSS is addressed in terms of the structure and controller design
of the power electronic converters, i.e. AC and DC smoother. Various topologies
have been proposed for three-phase PV inverters. In terms of DC to three-phase
AC power electronic converter, the VSIs have gained the monopoly in the market
as well as industry, especially in LV applications, while current source inverters
(CSI) have not found significant appeal practically in this area of the application
so far. This is primarily due to the ease of control and more abundant supply
of conventional self-commutating power electronic switches, e.g. insulated gate
bipolar transistors (IGBT), which is a key component of the VSI topology. Given
the inherent buck characteristics of the VSI its proper operation is provided that
the DC link voltage is greater than the line voltage at AC side. This necessitates deploying a boost DC-DC converter between the PV array and DC link
or alternatively a step-up transformer to accommodate the voltage level at AC
side [100, 104].

2.4.1

AC Coupled Smoother

Fig. 2.10 illustrates the composition of the power electronic stage for the ACcoupled HSS-based PVG. The PV-VSI control loop aims at delivering the maximum attainable solar power into the utility grid, while the objective of the HSSVSI control loop is to meet the smoothing expression defined by Eqs. (2.1)-(2.2).
Meanwhile, for both VSIs the AC output current is required to be synchronised
with the grid voltage with zero phase shift to ensure the unity power factor
(PF) [105]. The two parallel bidirectional bulk-boost converters essentially provide bi-directional active power-flow that the smoothing process requires. Next
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Figure 2.10: The diagram of the AC-coupled HSS-based PVG output smoothing.

parts move on to describe the control system arrangement in further detail.
Maximum Power Point Tracking Control (MPPT)
From a financial perspective, the operation of the PV array at the MPP should
be guaranteed. In the two-stage structure of Fig. 2.10, where a DC-DC boost
converter interfaces the PV array and the grid-connected VSI, this is the main
function of the DC-DC boost converter to handle the MPPT control by manipulating the operation point of the PV array to capture PM P P independent of DC
link voltage. The boost converter essentially scales up the voltage of the PV
array to an LV utility level at the DC link. Moreover, the inductor of the boost
converter, Lboost , along with the capacitor CP V behave as a low-pass filter which
stabilises the current drawn from the PV array, IP V . Among various MPPT algorithms have been proposed so far perturb and observe (P&O) is widely deployed
for the majority of applications [106]. A basic control diagram of the MPPT
to be performed by a boost converter is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The MPPT
algorithm determines the reference inductor current for the control loop of the
boost converter which compensates the error by a PI regulator. The output of
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Figure 2.11: The diagram of the MPPT controller and the boost converter’s control
loop.

this control loop is the switching duty cycle which is converted into switching
command using pulse width modulation (PWM). In the steady state condition
the duty cycle D is adjusted so as to satisfy the input to output voltage ratio:
PV G
VDC
1
=
VP V
1−D

(2.4)

PV G
where VDC
and VP V are PV array voltage and DC link voltage of the PVG
inverter, respectively.

Control of the Grid-Tied Voltage Source Inverters
In grid-connected PVG applications, the control method for the VSI is voltage
oriented control (VOC) which deploys a grid voltage aligned rotating reference
frame to convert three-phase AC parameters to DC parameters. This enables
using ordinary PI compensators in the control loops as well as decoupled control
of the active and reactive power export of the inverter. The controller is designed
based on the principal circuit Eq. (2.5) which is derived from the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.12: The single-phase equivalent circuit diagram of the grid-connected VSI.

Vinv = VG + Lf

d
IG + Rf IG
dt

(2.5)
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Figure 2.13: The control diagram of the grid-connected PVG inverter.

where VG and Vinv are the utility grid and converter’s output voltage, respectively. Moreover, Rf and Lf are resistive and inductive components of the output filter and IG stands for the current injected into the grid. For the ease of
calculations and processing the measurements for a three-phase balanced system
a synchronously rotating reference frame is used hereafter [107]. Applying the dq
transformation on Eq. (2.5) yields decomposed equations as:
d G
I − ωLf IqG + VdG
dt d
d
= Rf IqG + Lf IqG + ωLf IdG + VqG
dt

Vdinv = Rf IdG + Lf

(2.6)

Vqinv

(2.7)

where ω is the speed of the rotating reference frame which is synchronised with
the grid voltage. Moreover, for each variable, the subscript d and q denote the
corresponding direct and quadrature components in the reference frame, respectively. As the reference frame is in-line with the grid voltage vector we have:

VqG = 0

(2.8)

Neglecting the converter’s losses the active power equilibrium holds for the VSI.
The active and reactive power export of the VSI in the rotating reference frame
are:
3
3
PV G PV G
PP V G = VDC
IDC = (VdG IdP V G + VqG IqP V G ) = VdG IdP V G
2
2
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(2.9)

Figure 2.14: The control diagram of the grid-connected HSS VSI.

3
3
QP V G = (VdG IqP V G − VqG IdP V G ) = VdG IqP V G
2
2

(2.10)

PV G
PV G
are the voltage and current at DC side of the VSI. Moreand IDC
where VDC
PV G
PV G
are the PVG inverter current in dq reference frame.
over, Id , Iq
Eq. (2.9) implies that the output active power can be controlled through
IdP V G , as the grid voltage vector VdG is virtually constant. Moreover, the DC link
PV G
voltage VDC
can be adjusted through active power control because:

CDC

d PV G
PV G
0P V G
V
= IDC
− IDC
dt DC

(2.11)

0

PV G
where IDC
is the incoming DC current to the DC link. In a similar way IqP V G
determines the reactive power export (Eq. (2.10)) which allows the power factor
∗
to be maintained at unity all the time as the reference quantity of Iq P V G is set
to zero.
Given Eqs. (2.6)-(2.7), in order to provide an independent active/reactive
power control (or alternatively IdP V G and IqP V G ) compensating decoupling quantities of ω · Lf · IdP V G and ω · Lf · IqP V G are introduced to each control loop as
feed-forward. In order to obtain ω the phase angle of the grid voltage is determined using a phase locked loop (PLL) controller. This is required for calculating decoupling feed-forward coefficients as well as for transferring the three-phase
quantities into the rotating reference frame. Finally, the resulting reference values
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Figure 2.15: The control diagram of the bidirectional parallel DC-DC converters.

of the VSI output voltage along with the DC link voltage are incorporated to generate the gate control commands using the space vector pulse width modulation
(SVPWM) technique [108]. The control system for the grid-tied PVG inverter is
illustrated in Fig. 2.13. In the case of the other VSI which interfaces the HSS
to the utility grid, the control system is rather different in terms of active power
reference. Where the active power-flow is determined by the smoothing power
reference as per Eq. 2.2. Given the constant ratio of exported power and direct
component of the output current of the PVG inverter in steady state (Eq. (2.9)),
the measurement value of IdG is used to generate smoothing reference current for
∗
HSS inverter, Id HSS , and to prevent any reactive power contribution the quadrant
∗
component Iq HSS is set to zero. Fig. 2.14 illustrates the block diagram of the
control system for the HSS inverter.
Control of the HSS DC-DC Converters
In the HSS system, the DC-DC converters deal with the charging and discharging
process of the storage devices to meet the smoothing active power demand of the
HSS inverter. As Fig. 2.15 illustrates, given a similar expression to Eq. (2.10)
holds for the HSS inverter, the DC link voltage error is compensated using a PI
0∗
regulator to obtain the reference value of incoming current IDCHSS to the DC link
capacitor. The high-frequency content of this reference current is supplied by
the UC and the remainder is allocated to the BS. Finally, the error quantities
of this input current components are regulated to obtain the duty cycle of the
respective DC-DC converter. Then, the PWM technique is deployed to generate
the switching commands for each leg of the H-bridge in a complementary manner.
This enables bidirectional power-flow of the DC-DC converters for charge and
discharge cycles.
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Figure 2.16: The diagram of the DC-coupled HSS-based PVG output smoothing.

2.4.2

DC-Coupled Smoother

In this section, the HSS-based PVG coupled at the DC side is described. As Fig.
2.16 shows and the term ”DC-coupled” suggests, the HSS injects the smoothing
power directly into the DC link of the PVG-VSI. The fundamentals of the control
approach are essentially similar to the AC-coupled smoothing, while less power
conversion is involved. The boost DC-DC converter fulfils MPPT operation of
the PV array (Fig. 2.11) and the PVG-VSI is governed by Eq. (2.1) to ensure the
smoothing requirement (Fig. 2.14). Therefore, the smoothing power during the
sudden ramp-up/down in the PP V is compensated by the HSS. This is achieved
by regulating the DC link voltage as shown in the Fig. 2.15.
Compared to the AC-coupled smoother, in the DC-coupled smoother the PP V
is observed and regulated in the DC link before it is processed by the VSI. This
makes the smoothing performance relatively more responsive and stable in shortterm scale.
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2.5

Simulation Results

In order to examine the performance of the designed control system as well as
comparing the operation of the DC-coupled and AC-coupled smoother a simulation study is carried out in Matlab/Simulink. The specifications of the created
simulation model are presented in Table. 2.1. Since the simulation intends to
study dynamic operation of the controllers the time step is required to be as
small as a fraction of the switching period of the converters, e.g. 50 [µsec], and
a simulation duration up to 10 [sec] is usually sufficient. To include an entire
ramp event in a realistic time scale, e.g. 10 [min], an extremely high calculation
capability, as well as memory capacity, is required. Hence, a very steep smoothing
RR is chosen so that a few ramp events could be observed within simulation time
of few seconds. In the simulation study, a sudden PV power variation occurs at
1 [sec] where it declines from 16.25 [kW] to zero. After a no-export period, it
recovers to the output power of 13 [kw] at 2 [sec].
AC-Coupled Smoother
In this structure, the PV-VSI delivers the PM P P to the utility grid. Therefore,
the sudden variations in the PP V creates an immediate and corresponding change
Table 2.1: Parameters of the simulation model.

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Grid Line Voltage
Grid Frequency
Filter Inductance
PVG DC Link Voltage
HSS DC Link Voltage
DC Link Capacitor
Boost Inductor
Battery Voltage
Ultracapacitor Voltage
Inverter Rated Power
Switching Frequency
Permissible RR
Low-Pass Filter Time Constant

VG
fG
Lf

380 [V]
50 [Hz]
10 [mH]
650 [V]
750 [V]
470 [µF]
5 [mH]
450 [V]
450 [V]
10 [kW]
5 [kHz]
35 [kW.sec−1 ]
50 [msec]
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(a)

Time [sec]
(b)

Figure 2.17: The output current of the PVG inverter; (a) three-phase values, and (b)
in synchronous dq reference frame.

in the export of the PV-VSI. Fig. 2.17 illustrates the variations in the output
current represented as three-phase quantities as well as dq equivalents. There is no
reactive power exchange as the quadrant component of the output current IqP V G
is always zero. The direct component IdP V G is proportional to the output active

(a)

Time [sec]
(b)

Figure 2.18: The smoothing current injected by the AC-coupled HSS inverter; (a)
three-phase values, and (b) in synchronous dq reference frame.
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(a)

Time [sec]
(b)

Figure 2.19: The regulated current delivered to the utility grid by AC-coupled
smoother; (a) three-phase values, and (b) in synchronous dq reference frame.

power and as shown in Fig. 2.14, it is observed to identify the smoothing export
of the HSS-VSI. Fig. 2.18 represents the smoothing currents, where the reference
quantities are denoted with asterisk superscript (∗ ). The close agreement between
measured and reference quantities implies satisfactory behaviour of the closedloop control system in transient circumstances as well as steady state.

(a)

Time [sec]
(b)

Figure 2.20: DC link voltage stabilisation in AC-coupled smoother, (a) the current
injected by BS and UC in DC link of HSS, (b) DC link voltages for PVG and HSS
VSIs.
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(a)

Time [sec]
(b)

Figure 2.21: PVG smoothing process at DC side; (a) DC link currents, and (b)
decomposed components of HSS current.

Fig. 2.19 depicts the injected currents into the utility grid which closely match
the reference quantities so that RR of the output power variations is maintained
within the acceptable limit. This highlights the performance of the smoothing
controller (Eq. (2.1)) as well as the closed-loop controller of the HSS inverter
(Fig. 2.15). The decomposition of the smoothing power at the DC link of the
HSS inverter is illustrated in Fig. 2.20(a) where the UC supplies the sudden
smoothing power demands and then phases out gradually as the contribution of
0
PV G
the BS is increasing until it takes over the entire DC link current IDC
(Eq.
(2.3)). This ensures the active power balance in the DC link of the HSS inverter
HSS
and, consequently, the DC link voltage VDC
is maintained at the reference value
of 750 [V] in Fig. 2.20(b).

Figure 2.22: DC link voltage of the PVG-VSI with DC-coupled HSS during the smoothing process.
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(a)

Time [sec]
(b)

Figure 2.23: PVG output current for smoothing at DC side; (a) three-phase values,
and (b) in synchronous dq reference frame.

DC-Coupled Smoother
In this configuration, as shown in Fig. 2.16, the boost converter conducts the
MPPT and transfers the PM P P into the DC link and the front-end VSI exports
this power to the utility grid while the smoothing criteria are maintained (Eq.
2.1). The required smoothing power, PHSS , is then determined by the imbalance
between PP V and PG (Eq. (2.2)), which exhibits in the DC link voltage VDC
variations. Therefore, compensating the DC link voltage error defines the refer0∗
ence value of incoming smoothing current IDCHSS to the DC link capacitor. As
described earlier, Fig. 2.15 represents the control diagram of the HSS bidirectional DC-DC converters. Fig. 2.21 illustrates how the smoothing requirement is
achieved at the DC link of the PVG-VSI by HSS meanwhile the DC link voltage
is stabilised at the desired value of 750 [V] as shown in Fig. 2.22. The regulated output at AC side is shown in Fig. 2.23 which confirms the appropriate
performance of this system.
Compared with the AC-coupled structure, the smoothing at the DC side tends
to react relatively faster with fewer fluctuations at the grid side during the sharp
transients. It is mainly due to the two additional power stages between the source
of the variations in PP V and the smoothing source PHSS in the AC-coupled structure. As Fig. 2.10 suggests, the variations first appear in the DC link voltage of
the PVG-VSI, which is then compensated by a corresponding change in the AC
side current where it is observed by the smoothing controller. The HSS-VSI sup35

plies the smoothing current instantly. This creates a power imbalance between
AC and DC sides of the HSS-VSI which reflects in the DC link voltage to be regulated by the bidirectional DC-DC converters that define the respective operation
of BS and UC. Therefore, the AC-smoother reacts rather slower which results in
some small over/under-shoots during the transients (compare Fig. 2.19(b) and
Fig. 2.23(b) at 1[sec] and 2[sec]). On the other hand, as Fig. 2.16 shows, in the
DC-coupled structure the PVG-VSI always fulfils the smoothing criteria so that
any sudden variation in the solar generation creates a power imbalance in the
DC link and immediately follows a corresponding change in the DC link voltage
VDC which will be compensated by the HSS. This enables a direct smoothing
reaction right at the point it occurs. Therefore, the PP V variations are treated
before it is observed on the AC side. However, from a practical point of view,
where the required ramp rate (RR) is normally 8-10% rated power per minute
there is not any substantial distinction between the operation of the AC-coupled
and the DC-coupled smoother. Therefore, the smoothing structure is technically
decided based on the level of the rated power and locational constraints of the
solar PVG unit. In low-power applications ranging 5-10[kW] the off-the-shelf
hybrid PV inverters are suitable candidates for smoothing operation. Whereas,
utility-scale PVG plants generally include multiple parallel PV inverters where
the AC-coupled structure would be of much technical reliability and financial
advantages.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, various configurations of the grid-tied PV inverters are presented
and investigated in order to point out a suitable option for incorporating an HSS.
AC-coupled and DC-coupled smoother structures were modelled and simulated
in MATLAB/Simulink to allow a comparative analysis on the performance of the
smoother controller. Afterwards, the conventional RR controller is upgraded to
decompose the required smoothing power and allocate the fast variations into
the UC and the BS handles the less varying component of the smoothing power.
Two parallel bidirectional DC-DC converters interfaced the storage systems into
the DC link of the respective inverter. The control system included few local
sections, i.e. grid-tied inverters inverter, and DC-DC converters of the HSS,
which were coordinated by the smoothing RR control unit. VOC in rotating
reference frame was deployed for the grid-connected inverters and the DC-DC
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converters were under closed-loop control with PWM switching. The overall
performance of the designed control system was verified through the simulation
study where the sudden PVG output variations were smoothed out by the storage
system. Meanwhile, the controller of the DC-DC converters split up the reference
DC link current to be supplied by the BS and UC. The simulation results also
implied that treating the power variations either at DC or AC side of the PVG
inverter fulfils the smoothing requirements. While in the AC-coupled structure
more power stages are involved which makes the smoothing controller slightly
slower. This creates few small over/under-shoots during the transients which is
not a substantial issue in practical terms.
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Chapter 3
Cell Balancing Control in
Battery Storage Systems
3.1

Introduction

Due to comparatively superior energy density, high cell voltage, low memory effect, and extended life cycle the Li-ion batteries are of a wide range of application,
i.e. utility grid and electric vehicles. For the purpose of voltage elevation, the
battery cells are stacked in large strings which arise a key issue of cell characteristic mismatch. It is mainly attributed to the manufacturing tolerances in
the characteristics such as capacity, internal resistance, self-discharge rate, and
thermal response of the cells, which diverge by the ageing. The temperature difference between cells widens this mismatch and exacerbates the SOC imbalance.
This is mainly due to the ineffective ventilation and uneven heat dissipation in the
battery packs. In particular, the thermal dependency of the electrochemical reactions involved in the battery operation follows the Arrhenius Law which suggests
that the reaction rate doubles for each 10◦ [C] the temperature increases from
25◦ [C], as a rule of thumb. More accurate coefficients of the Arrhenius formula
could be derived empirically for each particular battery cell. Based on this formula, even among battery cells of similar characteristics those exposed to a higher
temperature generally exhibit a higher rate of self-discharge and faster capacity
degradation [109, 110]. Therefore, those cells with reduced capacity level usually
experience an over-charge/discharge condition at the end of a charge/discharge
cycle, unless the battery management system (BMS) is equipped with individual
cell monitoring and terminates the charge/discharge cycle prior to any irreversible
damage to the cells or an incidence of explosion, in the worst case scenario. This
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Figure 3.1: Effective utilisation of battery bank capacity by SOC equalisation.

could prevent full utilisation of the battery bank capacity; basically, the cells with
extreme SOC level determine the charge/discharge capacity of the battery bank.
Fig. 3.1 illustrates how cell equalisation expands the amount of charge a battery
bank can deliver/absorb. Meanwhile, the destructive over-charge/over-discharge
condition is prevented. Therefore, a charge balancing solution should be incorporated into the traditional BMS devices to ensure a safe and efficient utilisation
of the entire capacity of the battery stack while any premature charge/discharge
termination is avoided [62].
“In terms of energy recovery capability, the balancing approaches are categorised into two main groups: passive and active. The former primarily involves
dissipating excess charge of the over-charged cells as heat through bleeding resistors until every single cell reaches the full charge point, concurrently” [68].
In the case of large SOC gap in a battery bank, the excessive balancing heat
dissipation should be considered in ventilation design, as well. In spite of the
charge cycle, during the discharge cycle, the passive approach fails to deal with
imbalanced cells and the cycle might need to be stopped before all cells are fully
discharged. Whereas, active balancing solutions manage the SOC mismatch by
charge transit between cells and thus exhibit significantly higher efficiency. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 wherein the dissipated energy in passive approach is
hatched in red. Moreover, the energy recovery in active balancing is shown from
blue hatched area to the green. Different active balancing methods have been
proposed so far. Those based on switched capacitor or inductor take advantage
of the voltage imbalance between cells to enable an automatic charge exchange
and achieve an even SOC distribution in the battery bank [63–73]. These approaches are primarily based on shuttling the charge between adjacent cells and
suffer from relatively low charge transfer rate. In particular between those cells
located faraway in the stack which are more prone to charge imbalance due to the
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Figure 3.2: Comparison on energy efficiency of the two categories of balancing approaches; passive and active.

gradient of ambient temperature. Reference [70] has examined two solutions to
this issue including the double tier structure as well as chain configuration which
both over-performed the conventional switched capacitor configuration. Cassani
et.al. have presented a switched inductor configuration where the balancing current of each cell is decided by regulating the corresponding voltage error with
respect to the adjacent cells in the stack. This has been shown to improve the
equalising performance in terms of balancing time and stability [64]. Furthermore, the double tiered switched capacitor cell balancer is studied in [72] which
concluded despite the improved sensitivity toward variation in the parameters
of this technique, it is still susceptible to increasing the capacitance. Ewanchuk
et.al. in [63] have proposed a modular charge balancing structure which equalises
the charge inside two-cell modules with a multi-winding transformer based DCDC converter. The adjacent modules are coupled through extra windings of the
respective transformers which provide an inter-module equalising as well. The
balancing is accomplished automatically by a PWM switching with 50% duty
cycle and the voltage sensing facility is no longer required. The charge routeing
process in these methods is highly reliant on cell-to-cell voltage difference which
causes the voltages converge rather slowly. Furthermore, solid-state switches exhibit a forward voltage drop which creates a lasting voltage gap between cells.
Hence, a switched capacitors based approach with quasi-resonance zero-current
switching has been proposed utilising metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) switches instead of diodes to achieve zero voltage gap in an
extremely high efficiency [73].
By means of bidirectional DC-DC converters, a more effective active cell balancing approach could be achieved which offers more flexible charge transfer be40

tween cells. In particular, a transformer component creates a galvanic isolation
which enables various balancing scenarios, such as charge exchange between each
cell and the entire battery stack or any arbitrary smaller set of series cells [74–77].
A multiphase interleaved active cell balancing structure has been investigated
in [76]. Where each phase consists of a buck-boost converter assigned to a specific
battery cell to facilitate charge transfer between the respective subset, including
the cell itself through the bottommost one, and the whole battery stack. This
structure effectively performs a normal cell balancing without any voltage or current sensing providing a predefined duty cycle is adopted for each phase. The
forced balancing is also feasible if inductor currents are regulated by the duty cycle of each phase. Moreover, it is proposed to use two inductors for each phase one
is coupled with those of adjacent phases in top and bottom, respectively. Therefore, the DC component of the flux in inductors will be compensated and the
magnetic cores could be reduced in dimensions. Einhorn et al. have surveyed a
flyback based active cell balancing using one multi-winding transformer that provides a charge exchange between every single cell and the whole stack. Different
balancing scenarios have been examined, i.e. voltage, and capacity equalisation.
In the case of unequal cells in capacity and initial SOC the voltage based balancing tends to cause unnecessary charge exchange and prolonged equalising time.
Whereas, estimating the cells’ capacity and only discharging those with the lowest capacity ensures a faster and more efficient equalising [77]. This structure is
of utmost balancing control flexibility at the cost of higher voltage rating of the
power electronic switches, since it deals with the entire battery stack at HV side
of the converts. However, the interleaved arrangement of the transformers across
the sub-stacks proportionally reduces the voltage stress on the power electronic
components while the balancing effectiveness is slightly sacrificed and a more
sophisticated control technique is required.

This chapter introduces a control method for the bidirectional flyback active
cell balancer with interleaved connection of the transformers. An active balancer
system is modelled and the performance of this approach is investigated through a
simulation study. In order to provide a more conclusive benchmark, the ordinary
passive balancer approach is also simulated to evaluate the performance of the
proposed active balancer method in terms of energy efficiency.
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3.2

Active Cell Balancer

Several types of flyback based active cell balancing modules designated for a
wide range of applications which are currently available in the market [111, 112].
In order to provide a reliable SOC equalising operation, the balancer modules
perform the gate drives, accurate current sensing, and required fault detections.
Hence, a similar topology is investigated herein and the governing equations are
obtained. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates a typical interleaved flyback active balancer
configuration. The cells are divided into subsets of S cells where the HV side of
the transformers are paralleled across a sub-stack, which consists of the subset
itself and the one just above that. This structure facilitates the charge exchange
between adjacent subsets which is a key factor to achieve the fully equalised SOC
throughout the entire stack. This stackable structure is repeated for the whole
series connected battery bank of N cells [112]. As an exception in the control
algorithm, the topmost subset is regarded as the last sub-stack. The flybacks
operate in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) by peak current sensing at
P
P
LV and HV sides of the transformers (ILV
and IHV
). The circuit diagram of
the flyback converter is illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a). In each cycle of discharge
operation mode, once LV side current ILV hits zero the SWLV turns on (at t0
P
and t2 ) and the off-time t1 is detected as ILV reaches ILV
. Likewise, during the
charge operation mode, SWHV starts conduction as IHV drops to zero (at t3 and
P
t5 ) and it is switched off as soon as IHV hits IHV
(at t4 ). The current waveforms
of the flyback are shown in Fig. 3.4(b) and Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) determine the mean
current values in different operation modes [112]:
C
I¯LV

IP
= − HV
2

C
I¯HV

IP
= HV
2

D
I¯LV

IP
= LV
2

D
I¯HV

IP
= − LV
2






VHV · T
VHV + VLV · T

VLV · T
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VHV
+ VLV · T
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ηC
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ηD
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Figure 3.3: The interleaved structure of flyback active cell balancer [112].

C
D
C
D
where I¯LV
, I¯LV
, I¯HV
, and I¯HV
denote the mean currents during discharge and
charge operation of the flyback, at LV and HV side, respectively. VLV and VHV are
the voltage across the LV and HV side of the converter, respectively. Moreover,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) flyback converter topology, and (b) waveforms of transformer currents
during charge and discharge operation [112].

T , η C , and η D stand for transformers’ turn ratio, and flyback efficiency in charge
and discharge modes, respectively. For the purpose of further simplification it is
assumed that all cells are in equal voltage of Vcell which yields:
VLV = Vcell

and VHV = S · Vcell

(3.5)

where S is the cell count of the subset. Substitution of relations (3.5) into Eqs.
(3.1)-(3.4) the simplified equations are obtained:


P
S
·
T
I
HV
C
ηC
(3.6)
I¯LV = −
2
S+T
C
I¯HV

IP
= HV
2



T
S+T



(3.7)
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Figure 3.5: The discharge curve of a 100 [Ah] Li-FePO4 cell under various discharge
currents.
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= LV
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D
I¯HV
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S+T




1
S+T

(3.8)



ηD

(3.9)

In the following section, we move on to the control approach for the flyback
active cell balancer based on the operation principle explained here.

3.2.1

Active Cell Balancing Algorithm

The main objective of the balancing control is to keep the SOC mismatch between
all series connected cells within acceptable bounds over the charge as well as the
discharge cycle. Consequently, the run time of the battery bank will be extended
by preventing any premature termination of the charge/discharge cycle before
the stack is fully charged/discharged [68]. This requires that the SOC of all cells
are monitored and compared so that the outsitting values can be identified to
be equalised. In extreme charge conditions, the Li-Ion cells exhibit a quadratic
SOC versus voltage characteristic. This implies that at the end of charge or
discharge cycle the voltage difference between the cells could distinctly indicate
the SOC mismatch. Fig. 3.5 shows the characteristic curves of a Li-FePO4
battery cell. For the purpose of identifying the outlier cells in SOC a three-level
hysteresis voltage interpreter is deployed as shown in Fig. 3.6. Where VC and
VD represent the maximum and minimum allowable Vcell , respectively. While
VCB and VDB are the associated hysteresis bands. OC(k), N C(k), and OD(k)
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Figure 3.6: Three-level hysteresis cell voltage interpreter [68].

exclusively indicate the kth cells charge status, i.e. over − charge, normal, and
over − discharge states, respectively. Once the unbalanced cells are indicated
the charge equalising process is initiated. The balancing algorithm manipulates
bidirectional charge transfer between each cell and the corresponding sub-stack
by operating the flyback converters. “Considering the charge and discharge mode
of a flyback converter in the nth subset, the total power in HV and LV side of all
flybacks could be obtained by the following summations” [68]:

n
PLV

n
PHV



=
=

S×(n+1)

X

k=S×(n−1)+1
S×n
X

k=S×(n−1)+1





Vk  ×

S×n
X

D
C
(Dk · IHV
+ Ck · IHV
)

(3.10)

k=S×(n−1)+1

D
C
+ Ck · ILV
) × Vk
(Dk · ILV



(3.11)

where Vk stands for the k th cell voltage, and Ck and Dk are exclusively assigned
a value of one corresponding to the charge and discharge operation of the k th
flyback, respectively. Given the interleaved connection at the HV side of the
flybacks, Eqs. (3.12)-(3.13) explain how the energy is divided in the nth subset
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[68].
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n→(n+1)

n→n
and PHV
are transferred power from the HV side of flybacks in
where PHV
th
n subset which returns to nth subset itself, and (n + 1)th subset, respectively.
n→(n+1)
The PHV
signifies the energy transfer between two adjacent subsets and
its notation is contracted as P n→(n+1) hereafter. The relation (3.13) could be
simplified assuming all cell are of the equal voltage of Vcell and inserting Eqs.
(3.1)-(3.4) [68]:




S×n
P
P
X
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IHV
S · Vcell
D
n→(n+1)
P
=
Ck · T ·
− Dk ·
·η
(3.14)
S+T
4
4
k=S(n−1)+1

which indicates that discharging a cell in the nth subset leads to a negative
P n→(n+1) . This implies charge transfer from nth to (n + 1)th subset and likewise charge will move in a reverse direction from (n + 1)th to nth subset as a cell
is charged in nth subset. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 3.7 by the way of
illustration. The relative charge status of a cell with respect to the associated
subset is a fair indication of the required equalising intra-subset charge routing.
“Hence, over-charged (OC) and over-discharged (OD) indexes (OCI and ODI)
are defined for nth subset as below” [68]:

S·n
P

 OCI(n) =

OC(k)

k=S·(n−1)+1
(3.15)
S·n
P


 ODI(n) =
OD(k)

k=S·(n−1)+1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: The diagram of energy transfer between adjacent subsets, (a) when overcharged cells are being discharged, and (b) non-overcharged cells are being charged [68].

In the following, a three-stage balancing method is discussed which examines
charge status of the cells, and the OCI and ODI of the subsets to determine the
appropriate operation mode of the flybacks [68].
Stage-I: Inter-Subset Equalisation of OC/OD Cells
To mitigate the irreversible damages to battery cells as well as hazardous situations attributed to excessive undue SOC, addressing the OC/OD cells are the
main priority in the balancing procedure. Meanwhile, the inter-subset charge exchange for each subset is decided based on its relative OCI/ODI to the subsets
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just above that [68].

Charge Cycle: During the charge cycle the algorithm deals with OC status of
the cells and OCI of the subsets. If the subset is of greater OCI than the
subset just above that, OCI(n) > OCI(n + 1), the OC cells of that subset
need to be discharged. By contrast, the non-OC cells have to be charged,
if OCI(n) < OCI(n + 1). As soon as the subsets are equal in OCI the
mean voltage of the subsets is considered, alternatively. Ultimately, in the
case of concurrent non-zero and equal OCI, as well as mean voltage gap
within the hysteresis band of δS the non-OC cells are charged to facilitate
the equalisation [68].

Discharge Cycle: During the discharge cycle the OD status of the cells and the
ODI of the subsets are targeted. The OD cells of that subset need to be
charged if the subset has a greater ODI compared with the one above that
(ODI(n) > ODI(n + 1)). Whereas, if ODI(n) < ODI(n + 1) the non-OD
cells have to be discharged. When the subset is equal to the one above
that in ODI their mean voltages are compared, alternatively. Finally, in
the case of concurrent non-zero and equal ODI, as well as mean voltage
gap within the hysteresis band of δS the non-OD cells are discharged to
facilitate the equalisation [68].

Stage-II: Inter-Subsets Equalisation of Mean Voltage
This stage starts when there is no OC or OD cell in the associated sub-stack.
This means that the subset and the one above that are of zero value of ODI
or OCI. Therefore, the inter-subset equalisation is determined the associated
mean voltages If the subset is lower in mean voltage compared with the subset just above (V̄ (n)−V̄ (n + 1) < δS ) a negative inter-subset charge exchange
is adopted (P n→(n+1) < 0) and all cells in the subset need to be charged. In
contrast, if the subset is higher in mean voltage compared with the subset just
above (V̄ (n)−V̄ (n + 1) >δC ) a positive inter-subset charge exchange is adopted
(P n→(n+1) > 0) which requires all cells in the subset are discharged. This stage
continues until absolute mismatch of subset mean voltages converge within a
specific hysteresis band ( V̄ (n) − V̄ (n + 1) <δS ) [68].
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Stage-III: Intra-Subset Cell Voltages Equalisation
A more rigorous intra-subset cell voltage balancing is initiated once the subset
gets into equalised state relative to the upper subset. This is identified by equal
OCI or ODI, and the difference in the subset mean voltages is bounded within
the hysteresis band of δS . During the intra-subset cell voltage balancing the intersubset charge exchange is kept minimum. The state of the intra-subset charge
balance is defined by the highest cell voltage gap inside the subset. Therefore,
based on the voltages the cells are sorted in an ascending order and the upper half
are discharged while the rest are charged. “This stage continues, as long as the
maximum cell voltage difference in the subset is out of the respective hysteresis
band (|V max (n) − V min (n)| >δC )” [68].
Equalisation of the Topmost Subset
The different connection of HV side of the transformers in the topmost subset
only allows intra-subset energy exchange (P n→(n+1) = 0). Therefore, an effective
balancing control could be adopted in a relatively simpler way:
Charge Cycle: During the charge cycle the OC are discharged and the non-OC
ones are charged.
Discharge Cycle: During the discharge cycle the OD cells are charged and the
non-OD ones are discharged.
Furthermore, if all cells are in N C state, the intra-subset cell voltage equalisation
(section 3.2.1) is deployed to achieve a higher degree of balancing [68].
Battery Stack Charge/Discharge Control
the effective performance of the balancer requires an operating current greater
than the battery stack charge/discharge current(Icharge and Idischarge in Fig. 3.4).
On the other hand, using power electronic converters rated at the charge/discharge
current is not feasible in practice due to the system volume and cost constraints.
Alternatively, upon the start of the balancing operation, the BMS reduces the
charger current Icharge to Ibalancing which is a value close to the mean current
of flybacks. Moreover, the control of discharge current Idischarge is not practically feasible. Therefore, in a similar way during the discharge cycle, the BMS
disconnects the load as soon as the first over-discharged cell is detected. Upon
completion of the equalisation, the battery stack could continue with supplying
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the load until it reaches the maximum depth of discharge (DOD) limit. The
BMS also monitors mean cell voltage of the entire stack Vmean and compare that
with VC and VD to decide the termination of the charge and discharge cycle,
respectively [68].
Fig. 3.8 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed balancing algorithm for nth
subset during charge and discharge cycles. This algorithm is repeated for every
subset to determine the operation mode of the respective flyback converters.
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Figure 3.8: Flowchart of the proposed balancing algorithm for nth subset.

3.2.2

Active Cell Balancing Simulation and Analysis

This section analyses the performance of the proposed balancing algorithm and
then validates its functionality through a series of simulation studies in Matlab/Simulink. The simulation model is composed of a 24-cell stack of 100 [Ah]
Li-FePO4 batteries. The characteristic curve of the battery cells is shown in
Fig. 3.5. In order to investigate how the arrangement of the subsets affects the
balancing operation three different configurations are considered:
Case-I: f our subsets of six cells (4 × 6).
Case-II: three subsets of eight cells (3 × 8).
Case-III: Asymmetric structure consisting subsets of six, f our, eight, and six
cells.
The following subsection looks into the modelling of the flyback converters and
the structure of the balancer for the purpose of the simulation studies.
flyback Converters Modeling
The simulation study of the flyback active cell balancer deals with multiple identical DC-DC converters which their operation needed to be observed over a sample
balancing operation. In comparison with the switching frequency of the DCDC converters, the balancing process takes exceedingly longer time. Therefore,
to prevent excessive computation burden the flyback converters are modelled as
controlled DC current sources at LV side and similarly, parallel HV windings are
aggregated and modelled as a single DC current source. The associated current
quantities at HV and LV side of the flyback converters have to be calculated
using Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) while vector quantities are deployed instead of scalars. For
the purpose of improving the precision of the simulation model, the simplifying
assumption of equal cell voltages is not considered in the modelled stage in spite
of the design process of the balancer algorithm. Therefore, the arrangement of
the interleaved structure determines the actual HV side voltage of the converters.
For this purpose, a linkage matrix A is defined to indicate which cells are included
in the HV side of the flyback converter respective to each battery cell. Where the
value of the element in the ith row and j th column, ai,j , is determined as:
(
0 if j th cell is included in the HV side of ith flyback,
ai,j =
(3.16)
1
otherwise.
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The linkage matrix for the three different configurations is given in Appendix-A.
Therefore the proposed unified model can emulate different HV side structures
only by displacing the respective linkage matrix while it offers the superior simplicity of vector calculation as well.
The LV and HV voltage vector of the flybacks are obtained as below:
V~LV = V~cell
V~HV = AT · V~cell

(3.17)
(3.18)

where the overhead arrow denotes the vector representation of respective quantities. V~cell is the vector of cell voltages and AT represents the transpose of the
linkage matrix. We can now proceed analogously to Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) and insert
Eqs. (3.17)-(3.18) to derive the flyback current vectors as below [68]:
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C
where the symbol denoted element-wise division. Each element of I~¯LV
and I~¯HV
represent the mean current produced at LV and HV side of the corresponding
D
D
converter when it operates in charge mode. Likewise, I~¯LV
and I~¯HV
correspond
to discharge operation mode.

Active Balancer Modeling
In order to calculate the vector of cell currents I~¯cell during the balancing process
a governing relation is developed which superimposes three components:


D
D
~
I~¯cell = I~¯LV
+ AT · I~¯HV
⊗D


C
C
~
+ I~¯LV
+ AT · I~¯HV
⊗C
(3.23)
+ (Idischarge − Icharge ) · ~1
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Figure 3.9: Diagram of the proposed simulation model for active cell balancer.

In Eq. (3.23), the symbol ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication and ~1 stands for
a vector the size of cell count with all one entries. AT is the transposed linkage
matrix which determines the energy routeing between the cells and the subsets
~ and D
~ are the charge
during charge and discharge operation of flybacks. C
and discharge vectors of the converters which are generated by the balancing
~ and D
~ exclusively take on a one entry to
algorithm (Fig. 3.6). Each row of C
indicate charge and discharge operation of the associated flyback, respectively.
Therefore, the first segment of Eq. (3.23) represents the currents produced by the
flybacks operating in charge mode. In a similar way, the second line corresponds
to the discharge operation of the converters. Moreover, the charge or discharge
current of the battery stack is considered in the last segment (Fig. 3.4) [68].
The diagram of the proposed simulation model is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. At
~ init ) are randomly
the start time of the simulation, the initial SOC values (SOC
distributed between 10% and 22% to create an exaggerated condition of unequal
SOC. The set points and parameters of the simulated model are presented in
Table 3.1. The operation of the proposed control algorithm is simulated over
the charge and discharge cycles for three different combinations of subsets. The
simulation results are illustrated in Figs. 3.10-3.15. Moreover, the time span of
the balancing procedure for different cases are compared in Table 3.2 including
the ratio of the balancing duration in discharge cycle to the charge cycle. the
results verify that the proposed balancing algorithm has successfully handled the
extreme SOC unbalance among the cells in both charge and discharge cycles
[68]. Upon the start of the cell equalising during the charge cycle, the Icharge
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Table 3.1: Simulation set points [68].

Symbol

Value

Cell Capacity
Cells in Stack
LV Side Peak Current

C
n
P
ILV

100 [Ah]
24
6.25 [A]

HV Side Peak Current
Transformer Turn Ratio
Charge Efficiency
Discharge Efficiency
Charger Current
Charger Current During Balancing
Discharge (Load) Current
Subset Mean Voltage Hysteresis Band
Cell Voltage Hysteresis Band
Cell Charge Cut-Out Voltage
Maximum Cell Voltage
Cell Discharge Cut-Out Voltage
Minimum Cell Voltage
Over-Charge Hysteresis Band
Over-Discharge Hysteresis Band

P
IHV
T
ηC
ηD

3.125 [A]
1:2
92%
92%
50 [A]
4 [A]
20 [A]
5 [mV]
5 [mV]
3.5 [V]
3.7 [V]
2.8 [V]
2.7 [V]
12 [mV]
12 [mV]

FlyBack

Parameter

Icharger
Ibalancing
Idischarge
δS
δC
VC
Vmax
VD
Vmin
VCB
VDB

steps down to Ibalancing . This prevents OC cells from violating the impermissible
level of charge. Meanwhile, the cells of lower SOC are gradually charged and
their SOC level is gradually lifted up toward the fully balanced condition which
happens at the full-charged state. This virtually accelerates the balancing process
of the whole battery stack. Given the reduced charge current of Ibalancing it
takes approximately 1 [hr] that the stack’s mean SOC of 93% reaches to 96.6%
corresponding to the cell cut-off voltage of VC [68]:
96.6 − 93 100[Ah]
×
= 0.9[hr] ≈ 1[hr]
100
4[A]

(3.24)

Afterwards, Icharge further declines to zero if the stack nearly reaches the
full-charged state, which is detected by comparing mean cell voltage of the stack
Vmean and the cell cut-off voltage VC , or the maximum permissible voltage of
Vmax is violated by a cell. The results pertaining to the charge cycle show how
the equalising process is improved after Icharge is restricted. In particular, after
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Time [hr]
(d)

Figure 3.10: The simulation results of Case-I in charge cycle, (a) cell voltages, (b)
subset mean voltages, (c) cell SOCs, and (d) charger current Icharge [68].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Time [hr]
(d)

Figure 3.11: The simulation results of Case-I in discharge cycle, (a) cell voltages, (b)
subset mean voltages, (c) cell SOCs, and (d) discharge current Idischarge [68].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Time [hr]
(d)

Figure 3.12: The simulation results of Case-II in charge cycle, (a) cell voltages, (b)
subset mean voltages, (c) cell SOCs, and (d) charger current Icharge .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Time [hr]
(d)

Figure 3.13: The simulation results of Case-II in discharge cycle, (a) cell voltages, (b)
subset mean voltages, (c) cell SOCs, and (d) discharge current Idischarge .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Time [hr]
(d)

Figure 3.14: The simulation results of Case-III in charge cycle, (a) cell voltages, (b)
subset mean voltages, (c) cell SOCs, and (d) charger current Icharge .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Time [hr]
(d)

Figure 3.15: The simulation results of Case-III in discharge cycle, (a) cell voltages, (b)
subset mean voltages, (c) cell SOCs, and (d) discharge current Idischarge .
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Table 3.2: Duration of cell equalisation.

Case-I
Case-II
Case-III

Charge Cycle

Discharge Cycle

Ratio

2.32 [hr]
1.93 [hr]
2.87 [hr]

4.00 [hr]
2.60 [hr]
4.18 [hr]

1.72
1.34
1.50

it dropped to zero the charge balancing is further escalated and the convergence
rate of the cell voltages is remarkably increased. In contrast, to facilitate OD
equalisation, the discharge current Idischarge is cut-off right away by isolating the
load once the first cell voltage is detected less than a predefined discharge cut-out
threshold VD . This continues until both inter-subset and intra-subset balancing
criteria are met, i.e. cell voltages laid within the respective hysteresis bands δS
and δC . Therefore, the zero stack current during the OD cell equalising rather
than a non − zero value during some parts of OC cell balancing can remarkably
lengthen the balancing process during discharge cycle up to 70%. The values of
Raito in Table 3.2 confirm this fact. During the discharge cycle, balancing due
to the zero current of the stack its final charge level in fully balanced condition
does not necessarily correspond to the discharge cut-out voltage VD . Therefore,
after the first OD cell is detected the initial value of VD will be continuously
updated by the average cell voltage of the stack. This dynamic target balancing
process finishes as soon as the fully equalised condition is achieved. Afterward,
any remaining stored energy can be retrieved by resuming the discharge cycle.
The Table 3.2 also implies that the balancing process tends to take longer for
the structures of smaller subsets, e.g. Case-I (4×6). In other words, when more
battery cells are included in the subsets the charge imbalance will be distributed
over a larger group of cells which leads to a faster balancing process, consequently.
Comparing the symmetric structures of Case-I and Case-II suggests that for the
3 × 8 composition the fully equalised condition is achieved 20% and 53% faster
during charge and discharge cycles, respectively. Since the Idischarge is cut-off
during the balancing the effect of HV side structure is more distinctly manifested
in the discharge cycle. The unsymmetrical structure of Case-III (6-4-8-6) also
suffers the relatively longer balancing time than Case-II (3×8) due to larger subset
count. Moreover, the asymmetric composition of subsets further lengthens the
inter-subset equalisation in stage-II due to inconsistent rate of the charge transfer
between the 8-cell subset and adjacent subsets. As seen in Fig. 3.14(a) from
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Figure 3.16: The structure of the passive cell balancer.

4 to 4.5[hr] the cell voltages are well converged while the equalisation process
still continues until the ultimate balanced condition is achieved. The SOC gap
between individual cells and how it is distributed over the battery stack somehow
determine the total balancing time. As rule of thumb, the 12% SOC mismatch
is expected to take roughly 2 [hr] to be rectified by the active balancer operating
in approximately 2.5 [A] (Eq. (3.6) and (3.8)) of balancing current:
0.5 × 12 100[Ah]
×
= 2.4[hr] ≈ 2[hr]
100
2.5[A]

3.3

(3.25)

Passive Cell Balancer

Basically, the main function of the passive cell balancer is to monitor the SOC
of each cell, identify and protect the cells approaching the over-charge condition.
The passive cell equalising approach essentially bypasses the energy flow across
the over-charged cells during the charge cycle. For this purpose, a bleeding resistor
shunts across those cells whereby the surplus energy is dissipated mitigating the
destructive effects due to excessive over-charge. Fig. 3.16 depicts the structure
of the passive cell balancer.
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Figure 3.17: Two-level hysteresis cell voltage interpreter.

3.3.1

Passive Cell Balancing Algorithm

The SOC estimation is a key function in the passive balancing algorithm. As disused in section 3.2.1, according to the cells’ characteristic curve, the cell voltages
are used to identify the critical SOC level and initiate the appropriate equalising operation. Since the passive equalisation approach only operates during the
charge cycle only over-charge condition of each cell has to be determined based on
the respective cell voltage Vcell using a two-level hysteresis interpreter. Fig. 3.17
shows how the charge status of a cell is identified, wherein OC(k) and N C(k)
signify the k th cell over-charge and normal states, respectively. Afterwards, the
passive balancer controller activates the resistive bypass across the cell recognised as OC. Eq. (3.26) explains the operation principle of the passive balancing
method.
(
1 if OC(n) = 1
SW (n) =
,n ∈ 1···N
(3.26)
0
otherwise.
This expression applies to all cells 1 · · · N and upon detection of any over-charge
cell OC(n) = 1, the respective bypass switch is closed which is represented as
SW (n)=1, otherwise the switch remains open SW (n)=0. From a practical perspective, during the charge cycle in order to bypass a large charge current Icharge
through bleeding resistors appropriate ventilation has to be adopted to avoid excessive heat builds up. Reducing the Icharge during the balancing process could
effectively limit the heat produced by the bleeding resistors. Therefore, the BMS
decreases the charge current to Ibalancing as soon as the first cell is detected as
OC and revert that back to Icharge once all cells are N C. At the end of charge
cycle once all cells are fully charged (Vmean = VC ) the BMS stops the charge
current, Icharge =0. Fig. 3.18 illustrates the flowchart of the passive cell balancer
controller.
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Figure 3.18: Flowchart of the passive cell balancing controller.

3.3.2

Passive Cell Balancing Simulation

In order to demonstrate the performance of the passive cell balancer, a simulation
model is developed in Matlab/Simulink based on the schematic shown in Fig. 3.16
and the control algorithm illustrated in Fig. 3.18. The battery bank consists of
24×LiFePO4 cell of 100 [Ah] capacity. The simulation model specifications, the
~ init are chosen similar to the active balancer model
respective set points, and SOC
in Table 3.1. The value of the bleeding resistors Rb are chosen so as to bypass
the whole Ibalancing once the respective switch is closed.
Rb =

VC
Ibalancing

= 1.14Ω

(3.27)

Fig. 3.19 illustrates the simulation results of the passive balancer approach. As
seen, as soon as the first cell reaches the critical cell voltage Vmax , the Icharge is
restricted to Ibalancing and the respective bypass resistors are engaged to prevent
extra charge is delivered to those cells. Meanwhile, the charge cycle continues
until the rest of cells are fully charged. Comparing the Fig. 3.19 to Figs. 3.10,
3.12, and 3.14 confirms the equalisation process is relatively faster in active cell
balancer. The passive method exhibits an equalising time of 2.96 [hrs] in charge
cycle which is almost 50% longer than that of the active balancer approach with
3×8 configuration (Case-II in Table 3.2) but not much longer than the unsym66

(a)

(b)

Time [hr]
(c)

Figure 3.19: The simulation results of passive balancer in charge cycle, (a) cell
voltages, (b) cell SOCs, and (c) charge current Icharge .

metrical configuration (Case-III in Table 3.2). In terms of energy efficiency, Table
3.3 gives an account of the energy loss of different methods. The energy delivered
to the battery stack in excess of the amount required to full charge is normalised
by the battery bank capacity. In active balancer approaches the energy loss is
primarily attributed to the operational loss of the flyback converters, the more
charge routeing is required, the more energy loss is involved. Whereas in the
passive balancer the power dissipation in the bleeding resistors results in a higher
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amount of energy loss and inferior efficiency.
Table 3.3: Energy loss in cell balancing approaches.

Energy Loss [%]

Case-I
Case-II
Case-III
passive

3.33
3.36
3.56
8.03

Active

Balancing Method

3.4

Summary

In this chapter, the structure of a bidirectional flyback active cell balancer with
interleaved HV connections was investigated and the governing relations were obtained. Based on the inter-subset and intra-subset charge routeing a cell equalising algorithm was proposed for series connected battery stacks. In order to
examine the performance of the proposed method, a simulation model was implemented in Matlab/Simulink. Moreover, the linkage sparse matrix was introduced
which defines the energy routeing respective to any composition of the subsets
in the simulation model. The simulation study was conducted for three different
combinations of subsets. Where the results confirmed the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm as the fully equalised condition was successfully achieved in
all cases. Whereas the duration of the balancing process was remarkably affected
by several factors, i.e. stack current, and the number and cell count of the subsets. The larger the subsets, the faster charge imbalance is disappeared across
the battery stack. Especially, in the case of a significant charge mismatch between the cells faraway in the stack, because this requires the charge is shuttling
across more cells. In order to evaluate the energy efficiency, the active balancing
approaches were compared to the passive cell balancer. It was concluded that
in spite of almost similar energy efficiency in different structures of active cell
balancer, those exhibits a superior efficiency compared to the passive approach.
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Chapter 4
Storage-Optimised Smoothing of
PV Generation
Using Short-Term Imagery-Based Cloud Prediction

4.1

Introduction

Solar irradiance forecasting and information on projected generation of PV plants
could offer significant reliability and power quality advantages to the power system, i.e. serve to improve the ability to dispatch utility-scale PVG units, enabling less variable PVG in urban feeders and alleviate the operation of voltage
regulation equipment, and allow efficient and smart control of storage systems
integrated into PV plants. There are a wide range of solar forecasting methods
available which typically differ in the temporal and spatial domain. They range
from a very short-term time frame of 1 [min] to a full day ahead, with a spatial
accuracy ranging from very coarse 50 [km] down to a more precise 1 [km] domain.
Among various methods ground-based cloud imagery approaches offer comparatively higher resolutions in both temporal and spatial domains, making them
good candidates for PVG smoothing applications that require identifying rapid
irradiance variations [78]. In this approach, hemispherical sky images are captured and analysed to identify the characteristics and motion information of the
clouds. Insolation variations could be interpreted from this information while a
certain amount of forecasting inaccuracies are inevitable. Therefore, an averaged
cloud prediction approach is proposed in this chapter that considers multiple historical observations to arrive at a single projected cloud region. Furthermore, this
method is applied to generate a series of equally spaced prediction information to
improve robustness as well as addressing the occasional inaccuracies of the algorithm in identifying of the shape, dimensions, or motion of the clouds. Ultimately,
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the cloud prediction information is introduced into a conventional storage based
PVG regulating algorithm as a supplementary input for the purpose of minimising the reliance on the BS in terms of the required engagement and capacity. The
proposed algorithm is then evaluated through comparative simulation studies as
well as experimental trials conducted on a developed prototype.
Hence the remainder of this chapter is organised as the following: section 4.2
briefly goes over various techniques of solar irradiance prediction. Section 4.3 is
devoted to the proposed imagery cloud prediction algorithm, and this is followed
by a detailed explanation of different smoothing approaches in section 4.4. Afterward, the structure of developed experimental testbed is described in section
4.5 and the performance of several smoothing approaches are comparatively surveyed through experimental measurements and simulation studies in section 4.6.
Ultimately, the conclusion of this chapter is reported in section 4.7.

4.2

Solar Prediction Methods

Based on the scale of input information and the principle of operation, the accuracy of solar irradiance forecasting methods varies over the temporal as well as
spatial horizons of prediction. Fig. 4.1 depicts the regions of the most accurate
operation for different techniques of solar insolation forecasting in terms of the
effective temporal and spatial domain.

4.2.1

Statistical Models

Many forecasting methods have been proposed based on historical solar radiation data, including linear and nonlinear approaches. The core component of
the linear models is a time series which is obtained using the statistical methods. Then, the model predicts solar radiation based on the time series and input
variables. Auto regressive moving average (ARMA), and its extension auto regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and coupled auto regressive and
dynamical system (CARDS) are categorised as linear models. The input data
for time series based methods is required to be stationary which implies that any
trend and seasonality should be removed from the input through a pre-processing
stage. Accordingly, two transmissivity indexes have been introduced; clearness
index and clear sky index. The former only reflects the irradiance attenuation by
clouds and atmospheric constitutions while the latter takes the effect of air mass
into account as well. In non-linear approaches, different variants of artificial intel70

Figure 4.1: Classification of solar radiation prediction models according to temporal
and spatial resolution [78].

ligent (AI) technique such as artificial neural network (ANN) and wavelet neural
network (WNN) could be employed to recognise the historical pattern of data
and estimate the solar irradiance [78].

4.2.2

Numerical Weather Prediction

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models use basic differential equations to
model the governing physical rules which determine atmospheric behaviours. The
weather condition could be predicted up to 15 days ahead. The global NWP
models are mostly used by large weather service organisations and have quite
coarse spatial resolution of 16-50 [km]. A more accurate local forecasting is
possible using mesoscale or regional models to downscale the NWP output data.
For short-term applications, NWP is less suitable, due to inevitable errors in
clouds timing and positioning [78].

4.2.3

Ground-Based Camera and Satellite Cloud Imagery

Satellite and ground-based images usually give useful information about cloud
characteristics over time and space. Since the irradiance at the surface level is
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highly influenced by the cloud condition and its spatial motion, the satellite information or sky images are recorded and analysed using image processing schemes
to obtain the cloud cover and its movement over time. Afterwards, the future
surface irradiance is estimated by extrapolating the recorded data [78, 113]. The
satellite imagery method suffers from the low rate of image capture, navigation
errors, and parallax effect. Therefore, it may not serve as a promising shortterm solar forecasting option for precise spatial scales. On the other hand, the
ground-based sky imaging and the grid of irradiance sensors offer superb temporal and spatial resolution suitable for regulating the short-term PVG variations.
Whereas the sky-camera technique seems more suitable choice for localised PV
plants due to less component count and smaller communication link [85]. There
is a series of publications available on terrestrial imagery based solar irradiance
forecasting [82–85,114] which to some extent describe similar fundamentals. The
acquired image is first captured by a whole-sky camera, and transformed into
a red to blue ratio (RBR) image. Then, it is compared with a corresponding
reference image of the clear sky, where the difference in RBR values is used to
distinguish cloud regions. This is used to generate a cloud map, which in conjunction with the cloud base height (CBH) information yields a ground shadow
map with up to 5 [km] range from the observation spot [84, 85, 114]. West et
al. [83], have deployed an artificial neural network to make an estimation on the
respective degree of cloudiness of each pixel while [82] proposed a fixed value
Ref. RBR thresholding approach augmented by cloud texture filters to identify
the cloudy areas. Another key element investigated in different approaches is the
cloud motion, i.e. the cross-correlation of consecutive images [84, 85, 114] and
dense optical-flow [83] as well as a non-rigid registration method which takes the
local deformation of clouds into account [82]. Insolation prediction is conclusively
conducted according to the present cloud regions and their prevailing movements.
In a traditional method as used by [84, 85, 114], the cloud map is advected by extrapolating the observed cloud motion to identify a projected cloud map and then
by means of ray-tracing a shadow map is calculated. However, Ref. [83] correlates
the occlusion of the sun to the cloudiness figure of an annulus area with radii proportional to forecast range. Bernecker et al. [82], have defined and examined an
area in which the clouds have the potential of obscuring the sun to generate an
occlusion probability which is used to estimate the projected insolation information. Aside from the inherent inaccuracies arising from the cloud formation and
evaporation, the perspective error, and the limited field of view, the extensive
evaluative results presented in [84] implies an inconsistency in the incidence and
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magnitude of erroneous predictions from day to day. These inconsistencies call
for more robust and improved approaches.

4.3

Proposed Averaged Cloud Prediction Algorithm

The cloud prediction procedure is primarily an image processing operation which
considers successive whole sky images captured by a fisheye camera, and generates
projected cloudiness figures which are interpreted as a reliable indication of projected PVG power downward ramps. In this section, the major contribution is a
multi-target prediction technique that examines the cloud prediction information
associated to a series of prediction instants within a prediction range of interest.
This allows an averaged prediction that improves the overall performance of the
algorithm in terms of robustness and accuracy.

4.3.1

Correcting Lens Distortion

A fisheye lens has an ultra-wide view angle which makes that an appropriate
solution for aerial observations, while produces strong visual distortion. In order
to remove these spherical distortions and obtain a flat projection of the image in
linear coordinates a camera calibration toolbox is deployed [115]. First, several
photos should be taken from a chessboard template. Afterwards, the toolbox
extracts the coordinate of the corner points in each photo to obtain the inherent
characteristic coefficients of the lens. The respective coefficients are then used to
produce the mapping lookup arrays which enable instant conversion of the fisheye
hemispherical view into an undistorted flat image. The chessboard photos and the
output of the calibration toolbox are presented in Appendix-B. Figs. 4.2(a)-(b)
depict the hemispheric and undistorted views of the sky, respectively.

4.3.2

Sun Positioning

The solar forecasting process requires the position of the sun in the sky images
which is accurately indicated and updated over successive time intervals. One
solution is scanning the sky image to identify the solar disk by the relatively
higher value of its brightness. However this approach may not work perfectly in
all weather conditions, e.g. the optically thin clouds can be intensely illuminated
by the sun and considerably deviate the sun-locating procedure. Therefore, a
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computational approach is deployed which yields zenith and azimuth angle of
the sun corresponding to the geographical information, date, and time [116].
By means of refraction parameters of the fisheye lens, the coordinates of the
solar disk on the fisheye image is identified and then translated into undistorted
coordinates using the undistortion mapping arrays. Accordingly, the solar area
is reconstructed to be used in the cloud prediction algorithm. The procedure of
obtaining the refraction parameters is briefly discussed in Appendix-C.

4.3.3

Cloud Segmentation

Different optical properties of atmospheric aerosols and constituent particles of
the clouds create a relatively marked visual distinction between clear and cloudy
regions of the sky. Hence, thresholding the RBR value of each pixel has proven to
be an effective approach to generate the cloud mask by discriminating the cloud
pixels from the clear sky [117]. To prevent computational burden, the undistorted
image is averaged block-wise and the corresponding RBR value is calculated for
each block. Fig. 4.2(c) illustrates the RBR image represented in false colour. The
cutting value, θRBR , is decided based on the absolute maximum and minimum
of daily observed RBR values to segment out areas with excessive RBR values
as cloud regions, as shown in Fig. 4.2(d). The solar area always exhibits a RBR
value similar to the clouds, which is consequently recognised as a cloudy region
in segmentation. Using a scattered outline allows the solar region to be excluded
from cloud mask in the following steps of the algorithm. Figs. 4.2(e)-(f) present
the plane cloud outline and where the scattered honeycomb pattern is overlayed
onto the sky image, respectively. The excluded solar area is marked in a different
colour.

4.3.4

Cloud Motion

Motion analysis is carried out by identifying the most distinctive points in the
undistorted image and then searching for the corresponding points in the next
captured image using the iterative sparse optical-flow method of Lucas-Kanade
to calculate the motion vectors [118]. Displacement values are then processed to
eliminate the erroneous ones far away from the more recurrent observed values.
Fig. 4.2(g) gives an example of the motion vectors resulting from two successive
samples. Using a simplifying assumption that all visible clouds are single layer
making a uniform motion in a horizontal plane, the instantaneous velocity vector
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V~ (t0 ) is obtained by averaging the validated collection of motion vector [119]:
n
1 X d~i
~
V (t0 ) =
tc i=1 n

(4.1)

where t0 and tc are sample instants and cycling time of the algorithm, respectively, over which n displacement values of d~1 through d~n have been observed.
Afterwards, to smooth out the turbulent movement of the clouds or any occasional passing object within effective view of the camera, previous instantaneous
motions corresponding to r recent cycles of algorithm are averaged to obtain the
¯
principal velocity vector V~ (t0 ) which is introduced into the forecasting section of
the proposed algorithm [119].
0
1X~
¯
V (i · tc )
V~ (t0 ) =
r i=−r

(4.2)

To ease the deployment of observation data for future predictions, in each cycle
an observation structure containing the associated time tag tr , cloud mask, and
principal velocity vector is created as below [119]:


 reference time: tr
cloud outline: C
(4.3)
obs(tr ) =


¯
velocity vector: V~ (tr )

4.3.5

Cloud Forecasting

Given the key assumption of the persistent movement of the clouds, the projected
~ tt1 , associated with a time interval of t0 to t1 , is obtained
displacement value of D
0
by extrapolating the principal velocity vector from the time origin [119].
~ tt1 = V~¯ (t0 ) × (t1 − t0 )
D
0

(4.4)

In order to make a more reliable prediction which is less susceptible to occasional
errors in segmentation and optical-flow, a series of historical observations are
incorporated. Respective to each prediction time tf a suitable range for the
reference time of historic observation is defined as below:
t0 − th2 < tr < tf − th1

(4.5)

Excluding the circumsolar area in the segmentation stage makes the very shortterm predictions impossible. Therefore, a minimum space of th1 is considered
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between the observation time tr and prediction time tf . Moreover, due to the
limited effective prediction range (viewing angle of the camera) the outdated observations spaced back farther than th2 prior to the present time t0 are ignored.
Afterwards, the cloud outlines respective to the eligible observations (Eq. (4.5))
are overlayed and the resulting normalised monochrome image is thresholded by
the middle-intensity value of θavg = 256 ÷ 2 = 128 to generate an averaged predicted cloud outline. The averaged prediction processing produces a binary cloud
mask which is overlayed onto the solar disc templates to obtain the predicted
cloudiness indexes. The solar disc template consists of a circle equal in size to
the sun as observed in the undistorted image and centred on the calculated coordinate of the sun. The pixel count of the projected cloud mask that overlaps
the solar disc template is then normalised by the solar disc area to produce the
solar occlusion index, SOi, which is a fair indication of the predicted attenuation of solar insolation. Similarly, a circumsolar template is an annulus with an
inner radius equal to the size of the solar disc, and an outer radius twice that
size. The circumsolar occlusion index, COi, is the normalised conjunction of the
circumsolar annulus and the cloud mask, which could be interpreted as a moderate likelihood of sunlight obstruction in future time. However, when it comes to
fast moving intermittent clouds, it is more challenging to predict a shading event
that is occurring relatively far away from current time. The effective prediction
range TP is defined as the time a cloud segment takes to travel the effective dis~ P at the velocity and orientation of the observed principal
placement prediction L
~ P is the shortest trajectory from the margin
motion. As shown in Fig. 4.2(h), L
of viewing field to the position of the sun [119].
~P
L
TP = ¯
V~ (t0 )

(4.6)

Hence, the cloud prediction algorithm is capable of indicating occlusion of the sun
for a prediction time up to the effective range and fails when that time exceeds TP .
This is a motivation for proposing multi-point forecasting, as opposed to a single
target, in which prediction is performed at a series of evenly spaced prediction
instants [119]:
{t0 + tSP , t0 + 2 · tSP , . . . , t0 + n · tSP }

(4.7)

n × tSP = tf

(4.8)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(g)

(f)

(h)

Figure 4.2: (a) fisheye image captured by the sky camera. (b) Undistorted image in
flat coordination. (c) False colour representation of RBR image. (d) Binary
segmented image. (e) Outlines of cloud regions and solar area. (f) Scattered outline
overlayed on the sky image. (g) Displacement of the most suitable features in the sky
image. (h) The effective range of displacement prediction.

where tf and tSP are total and split forecast ranges, respectively. Moreover, n
stands for the total number of prediction instants. This is a solution to address
the all-or-nothing nature of the individual target prediction i.e. a shading event
out of an effective range will be still identified prior to its occurrence yet not
at a perfect time. Therefore, pointing to a specific time forward, the multi-point
prediction generates a series of SOi and COi values corresponding to the elements
of prediction time series as per Eq. (4.7).
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4.4

Proposed PVG Smoothing Approach

For the grid-tied PVG systems compliance with operators RR requirements, e.g.
10% per minute RR tolerance as per [90], ensures that grid is not significantly
disturbed and power quality criteria are satisfied. Sudden variations in the generation of a PV plant, which are primarily attributed to passing clouds and their
shading characteristics, can be addressed in different ways. This section presents
the conventional storage backup compensation approach followed by cloud prediction assisted strategies. In the end, a new battery-optimised smoothing technique
using conservative cloud prediction by the sky-camera is explained [119].

4.4.1

Conventional Storage Backup Smoothing Strategy

This method works based on the assumption that the PV plant is continuously
operating at the MPP, while the generation is monitored and undue RR is compensated by means of a storage backup such as a BS system. Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11)
elucidate the cooperation between PVG plant and BS, and how power export of
the BS is determined [119].
PG (t0 ) = PP V (t0 ) + PBS (t0 )

R(t0 ) =

(4.9)

PP V (t0 ) − PG (t0 − τs )
τs

(4.10)

PBS (t0 + τs ) =


 [RS − R(t0 )] · τs if R(t0 ) > RS ,
−[RS + R(t0 )] · τs if R(t0 ) < −RS ,


0 otherwise .

(4.11)

where PP V , PBS , and PG are PV plant generation, storage export power and
the resulting smoothed power, respectively. t0 and τs stand for present time and
sampling rate, respectively. Moreover, R(t0 ) and Rs represent instantaneous RR
of the PVG at t0 and its associated extreme allowable value, respectively.
Fig. 4.3(a) depicts an appropriate upward and downward ramps over a severe
100% under-generation follows a full recovery, while the smoothing process is
initiated upon detection of the sudden changes. During the ramp-down period,
the BS has to provide as much energy as the area marked by a1 while ramp up
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Figure 4.3: Energy balance in PVG smoothing. (a) Conventional smoothing. (b)
Based on Cloud Prediction. [119]

smoothing requires energy absorption equal to the area a2 . Given the upward
ramps could be simply (yet not utmost efficiently) handled by curtailment of
surplus power instead of charging the BS, battery-optimised PVG regulation is
feasible provided the ramp down procedures are started sufficiently prior to the
occurrence of the PVG fall off period. This requires an algorithm that accurately
predicts the timing and amplitude of sudden under generations caused by passing
clouds. Fig. 4.3(b) illustrates the battery-less predictive regulation and as seen
it only involves energy curtailment and no backup is required.
In the following section, the storage based smoothing is examined in conjunction with cloud prediction information to investigate whether it results in
a satisfactory storage-optimised smoothing approach, given the limitations and
relative deficiencies of imagery based cloud prediction [119].

4.4.2

Ideal Export Prediction Smoothing Strategy

Smoothing approach purely based on prediction is ideally defined on the assumption that valid projected PVG output data up to the desired prediction range
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is available all the time and then respective RR is obtained accordingly. Eqs.
(4.12)-(4.13) are applied to all projection points within the prediction range in
order to generate the most critical RR and the appropriate restricted RR for PVG
is determined by Eq. (4.14) [119].
Ri (t0 ) =

PP (ti ) − PG (t0 )
i ∈ (1 : n)
ti − t0

(4.12)

Rc (t0 ) = min{R1 (t0 ), R2 (t0 ), . . . , Rn (t0 )}




Rs if Rc (t0 ) > Rs ,
RO (t0 ) =
−Rs if Rc (t0 ) < −Rs ,


Rc (t0 ) otherwise .

(4.13)

(4.14)

where Ri (t0 ) is the required RR to bridge the present PVG value PG (t0 ) to the
expected generation level at the ith prediction point PP (ti ) and n denotes the
number of prediction instants. Moreover, Rc (t0 ) is the most critical RR which has
to be used in order to achieve a smooth PG only by allowing energy curtailment
and without any engagement of storage. Rs and RO (t0 ) are the extreme allowed
RR and the RR command to the PV system, respectively.
An effective storage-less PVG smoothing approach requires a precise prediction of PP V by estimating the solar insolation, incidence angle, and temperature
of the PV panels. Any inaccuracy arising from the prediction process should be
compensated by the storage backup. Alternatively, the lack of desired precision
could be appropriately dealt with to mitigate the required storage backup. In
the following sections, two different attempts to develop prediction based PVG
output smoothing are examined and compared in their effectiveness and functionality [119].

4.4.3

Proposed Smoothing Method-I: Using Output Estimation

With the simplifying assumptions of virtually constant open-circuit voltage VOC ,
PV cell temperature Tcell , and fill-factor of F F , the generated power is proportional to insolation, S:
PM P P = F F · VOC · ISC

ISC ∝ S, F F = cte, VOC = cte, T = cte
∴ PM P P ∝ S
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(4.15)

where ISC and PM P P stand for short-circuit current and maximum attainable
power of the PV cell, respectively. Furthermore, the angle of incident for direct
component of the solar irradiance can be obtained using the coordinate of the
sun that generated by solar positioning procedure [116] and alignment of the PV
array. This allows a relatively coarse approximation of the PVG forecast [119]:
PP V = PM P P = PST C · SST C · cos(α) · SOi

(4.16)

where PST C is PVG output in standard test conditions (STC), α is the solar
incident angle, and SOi is the respective solar occlusion factor. The simplified
estimation of Eq. (4.16) is used to obtain the projected generation values, PP (ti ),
and the governing principle of the ideal prediction, Eqs. (4.12)-(4.14), are applied
to meet the appropriate RR requirement. As the smoothing control primarily
relies on sudden variations, rather than precise estimation of the export power
of the PV plant, these simplifications and resultant inaccuracies will not cause a
remarkable deterioration of this proposed smoothing approach [119].

4.4.4

Proposed Method-II: Smoothing Using Binary Cloud
Prediction

In order to address the limitations discussed earlier with respect to the PVG
output estimation, a PVG export smoothing strategy based on a binary conservative cloud prediction is proposed. The conservative approach restricts the
export power during critical situations with a high likelihood of solar occlusion.
This condition is determined based on the SOi and COi figures and an estimated
PVG output value of PP (t1 ) which is obtained from Eq. (4.17) [119]:

P

 PBase if P SOi > θSO ,
P1 =
PBase if
COi > θCO ,


PM P P otherwise .

(4.17)

where θSO and θCO are threshold values associated with aggregated SOi and COi
values, respectively. Furthermore, PBase is the target amount of generated power
during shut-off condition which is determined as a percentage of the nominal
amount of expected generation in clear sky condition at the time (PST C · cos(α)).
The transmissivity characteristic of the obscuring clouds is a decisive factor in
subsequent incident radiation, which barely causes the PVG output to decline by
more than 75%-80% [120]. Hence, the shut-off coefficient of CBase is assigned a
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Figure 4.4: Photo of the testbed for PVG smoothing based on the proposed cloud
prediction techniques.

value of 20% which enables efficient utilisation of the PVG yield while smooth
power generation is maintained [119]:
PBase (t) = CBase · PST C · cos(α)

4.5

(4.18)

Developed Testbed and Experimental Setup

This section sets out the configuration of hardware components of the testbed developed for conducting a series of evaluative trials on the proposed PVG smoothing approach. The key component of the developed system is a weather proof
fisheye security camera with a wide dynamic range (WDR) to accommodate the
extremely broad extent of pixel brightness in the sky image, ranging from the sun
disc to relatively dark cloud regions, without a considerable level of saturation in
the image. The IP camera is mounted upright facing the sky in an outdoor area
and communicated through a local area network (LAN). Based on the proposed
strategy discussed in section 4.4.4 a cloud prediction software is developed and
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implemented on a Linux operating Raspberry Pi computer which acquires snapshots from the sky camera in regular time steps and then generates and archives
recent cloud segmentation and optical-flow data used for the solar occlusion forecast. Meanwhile, for the purpose of future analysis all key data are logged, i.e.
image processing results, SOi and COi figures. Ultimately, the RR command is
generated and sent out to a Solar Gate [121], which is an intermediate device to
enable external control of the PV power export by overriding the MPPT operation of the grid-tied solar inverter #1. The solar inverter #2 is used with no
export smoothing control to allow a comparative evaluation of the proposed PVG
smoothing algorithm. Fig. 4.4 makes a visual presentation of the composition of
the testbed while Table 4.1 gives further details about that [119].

4.6

Evaluation and Analysis

This section aims at establishing a benchmark to assess performance and eligibility of the previously discussed PVG smoothing schemes. They are compared
with the conventional storage-based method in terms of required capacity of the
storage backup and the frequency of its usage. A preliminary trial experiment
was conducted at Magellan Power in Western Australia, including different meteorological conditions, i.e. fully sunny, overcast, and partly cloudy. The collected
data set includes all the critical prediction data including SOi, COi, incident
angle α, and the export power of the uncontrolled solar inverters #2. It allows
trying different set points of Eq. (4.17) on the simulation model of the proposed
PVG smoothing algorithm in Matlab/Simulink to obtain the most suitable values. An evaluative trial was also carried out over 10 days in December 2015 to
demonstrate the practicality of the proposed smoothing algorithm. In this experiment, inverter #1 was subject to the export smoothing based on the proposed
binary prediction approach of section 4.4.4 and the set points in Table 4.2 while
inverter #2 was operating normally with no smoothing controls. As representative samples, the measurement results of the proposed binary cloud prediction
based PVG smoothing approach are presented accompanied with the simulation
results associated with the other methods using ideal export prediction and storage backup. Figs. 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, and 4.13 illustrate the comparative results
for 4th , 6th , 7th , 8th , and 9th of December, 2015 with scattered fast-moving clouds,
as well as mostly clear sky. Furthermore, the respective aggregated SOi and COi
figures and the resultant smoothing command are illustrated in Figs. 4.6, 4.8,
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Location PV Array #1 / #2

Inverter #2

Inverter #1

Controller

Camera

Table 4.1: Specifications of testbed [119]

Parameter

Value

Model
Communication
Viewing Angle
Focal Length
Dynamic Range
Model
CPU
RAM
Storage
Model
Rated power
Nominal AC voltage
MPP voltage range
Max. input current
Model
Rated power
Nominal AC voltage
MPP voltage range
Max. input current
Module
Open Circuit Voltage-VOC
Short Circuit Current-ISC
Peak Power Watts-PM P P
Panel Azimuth Angle
Panel Tilt Angle
Latitude
Longitude
Elevation

ACTi E925
TCP/IP
◦
189 (overview), 115.3◦ (high detail)
Fixed, f1.19 [mm]
Basic WDR 74 [dB]
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B
900MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7
1 [GB]
16 [GB]
SMA Sunny Boy 5000TL
4.6 [kW]
210 · · · 230 [V]
100 · · · 500 [V]
15 [A]
Solis-4K-2G
4 [kVA]
180 · · · 270 [V]
100 · · · 500 [V]
15 [A]
ESM200S-125 Monocrystalline
388.8 [V]
6.3 [A]
1.8 [kW] @ 314.1 [V] , 5.73 [A]
0◦ N
34◦
32.1◦ S
115.81◦ E
31 [m]

4.10, 4.12, and 4.14, respectively. The energy balance profile, i.e. energy yield,
the contribution of the BS backup, and curtailed energy, for different approaches
are summarised and compared in Fig. 4.15. The BS backup is considered in the
prediction based methods as well to compensate the probable inaccurate prediction of under generation events. During the ramp-up conditions, the smoothing
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energy is recovered into the BS and the remainder is curtailed [119].
The following remarks could be concluded from the comparative results:
 The BS assisted PVG smoothing (section 4.4.1; Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11)) involves
bidirectional supporting energy exchange during ramp events. Hence, to
maintain the RR criterion the energy injection and absorption are necessary
during the ramp down and ramp up events, respectively. This is illustrated
in Figs. 4.5(a), 4.7(a), 4.9(a), 4.11(a), and 4.13(a), where PInj and PAbs
represent the injected and absorbed power, respectively. The inevitable
reliance on the storage support is a financial barrier to vast deployment
of PV resources across the areas that RR regulation is mandated by the
grid operator. In particular, the BS system has to be oversized in energy
capacity to deliver the required smoothing power over a relatively short
duration of 10 [min] [58]. As Fig. 4.15(c) implies this method doesn’t need
much energy curtailment which explains its comparatively superior energy
yield in Fig. 4.15(a). Nevertheless, the capital cost and the maintenance of
the BS has created a motivation for exploring more economical alternatives.
 As Figs. 4.5(b), 4.7(b), 4.9(b), 4.11(b), and 4.13(b) implies, the ideal export
prediction PVG smoothing (section 4.4.2; Eqs. (4.12)-(4.14)) mostly relies
on power curtailment and power injection is no longer required. Fig. 4.15(b)
also confirms the viability of storage-free smoothing method provided the
occurrence of the rapid generation variations are accurately predicted and
the resulting export power is precisely estimated. However, in order to
achieve the maximum yield the energy absorption PAbs has to be handled
by BS and delivered to the grid while the RR requirement is maintained.
Since this approach doesn’t necessarily rely on the energy absorption, the
BS could be eliminated at the cost of reduced energy efficiency, as indicated
in Fig. 4.15(a). From a financial point of view, mitigating the storage
distinctly outweighs the reduced revenue due to the lower yield. The capital
price of the BS system normally accounts for a significant portion of the
total cost of a BS assisted PV plant, e.g. it adds up to 50% to price of the
PVG plant, as of 2012 in US [122]. On the other hand, in Perth, Western
Australia, only 30% of the days are cloudy in average which are not of
high yield compared to an ordinary sunny day [123]. Moreover, during the
cloudy days, only a portion of the generation is curtailed in the smoothing
treatment. This suggests that deployment of the BS can potentially recover
less than 30% of annual yield while it raises the initial cost of the plant up
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to 50% which is not financially justified compared to the prediction based
PVG smoothing approach.
 The proposed PVG smoothing based on output estimation (section 4.4.3;
Eqs. (4.15)-(4.16)) shows a virtually varying performance depending on the
degree of cloudiness. As seen in Figs. 4.5(c), 4.7(c), 4.9(c), 4.11(c), and
4.13(c), this method suffers from the lack of perfect accuracy in the presence
of fast moving clouds. Although, the relative inaccuracy is a typical drawback to the imagery based cloud prediction approaches, in the case of highly
cloudy days with substantially intermittent generation level it still saves a
remarkable amount of required backup power required for smoothing process. In contrast, during the mostly clear days with occasional brief shading
events, its poor performance is more evident (Fig. 4.15(b)). This is mainly
due to the erroneous estimation during the clear-sky periods. Moreover, the
simplifications made in the calculation of projected generation level in Eq.
(4.15) may create an offset estimation error during the clear sky periods
and unnecessary energy absorption. Hence, this method doesn’t show an
excellent energy yield when compared to the ideal export prediction (Fig.
4.15(a)). Overall, this method reduces the amount of injected smoothing
energy, while the required bidirectional energy exchange makes the storage
backup unavoidable.
 The proposed binary prediction based PVG smoothing approach (section
4.4.4; Eqs. (4.17)-(4.18)), in essence, operates by restricting PVG export
power once passing clouds are projected to obscure either the solar disc or
the circumsolar region. The latter compensates for the inherent imperfect
accuracy in the cloud prediction process. Compared to the ideal generation
prediction, this approach involves a higher level of energy curtailment during the cloudy days which deteriorates its performance in terms of energy
harvest (Fig. 4.15(a)). According to the experimental results, the amount of
required BS backup is reduced to an inconsiderable level in only a few infrequent instances in cloudy days which is negligible when compared with the
conventional storage based method (Figs. 4.5(d), 4.7(d), 4.9(d), 4.11(d),
and 4.13(d)). In particular, slight violation from the required RR up to
a certain extent is allowed by most network operators, e.g. the Horizon
Power Corporation in Western Australia permits for a 10% non-linearity in
the RR of PVG power export [124]. Therefore, since the required backup
power injection doesn’t exceed 10% of rated power (10%×1.8 [kW]), those
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Table 4.2: Smoothing set points [119].

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Permissible RR
Min Observation Range
Max Observation Range
Forecast Range
Split Forecast Range
SOi Threshold
COi Threshold
Shut-Off Coefficient

Rs
th1
th2
tf
tSP
θSO
θCO
CBase

180 [Wmin−1 ]
120 [s]
155 [s]
10 [min]
30 [s]
0.15
0.15
20%

could be well accommodated by the existing spinning reserves of the utility.
This suggests that by excluding the supporting BS this method still shows
a satisfactory smoothing performance.
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Power [kW]
Power [kW]

(a)

Power [kW]

(b)

Power [kW]

(c)

Time
(d)

Figure 4.5: Smoothing results for 4 December 2015. (a) Storage-based. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction [119].
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Command
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Figure 4.6: Smoothing signals for 4 December 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi. (c)
Export toggle command to solar inverter [119].
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Figure 4.7: Smoothing results for 6 December 2015. (a) Storage-based. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction.
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Figure 4.8: Smoothing signals for 6 December 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi. (c)
Export toggle command to solar inverter.
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Figure 4.9: Smoothing results for 7 December 2015. (a) Storage-based. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction.
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Figure 4.10: Smoothing signals for 7 December 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi.
(c) Export toggle command to solar inverter.
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Figure 4.11: Smoothing results for 8 December 2015. (a) Storage-based. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction [119].
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Figure 4.12: Smoothing signals for 8 December 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi.
(c) Export toggle command to solar inverter [119].
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Figure 4.13: Smoothing results for 9 December 2015. (a) Storage-based. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction.
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Figure 4.14: Smoothing signals for 9 December 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi.
(c) Export toggle command to solar inverter.
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Figure 4.15: Segregated energy balance for different smoothing approaches.
(a) Energy yield. (b) Engagement of the BS. (c) Energy curtailed.

(c)

(b)

(a)

4.7

Summary

This chapter proposes a practical battery-optimised approach for PVG export
smoothing that relies on real-time images captured by a sky camera to address the
utility concerns about the intermittent short-term fluctuations in output power
due to environmental factors such as passing clouds. The performance of the proposed smoothing approach is evaluated through a series of experimental tests on
a prototype that has been constructed at Magellan Power in Western Australia.
The system includes two grid-connected solar inverters where one is controlled by
the proposed smoothing software and the other operates without an external RR
controller. The experimental results are also compared with the associated results
of the conventional BS-based smoothing strategy simulated in Matlab/Simulink.
A perfectly accurate PVG output prediction results in a regulation method with
no reliance on the BS back-up while yield energy is not remarkably compromised.
Given the inherent shortcomings of the imagery-based prediction approaches, a
novel averaged cloud prediction scheme with improved robustness is proposed that
is capable of indicating occlusion of the sun sufficiently ahead of its incidence.
The proposed binary cloud prediction using a sky camera could significantly mitigate the reliance of the conventional PVG smoothing strategy on the BS backup.
Accordingly, this allows a remarkable reduction in the required BS for in the
smoothing process. However due to the conservative design of the cloud prediction algorithm, for some operating conditions the approach may suffer from an
inferior energy harvest profile when compared with the ideal prediction technique.
Although deployment of the BS could potentially recover a portion of curtailed
energy and improve the amount of yield, the gained benefit doesn’t outweigh the
initial expenditure on the BS. From a technical perspective, the experimental
outcomes of the proposed prediction assisted PVG smoothing method support
the feasibility of a reliable battery-optimised RR smoothing solution [119].
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Summary and Findings

The present dissertation sought to review the detrimental effects that the distributed grid-connected solar PV plants create in the highly penetrated electric distribution grids. It primarily focused on the intermittent and short-term
variations in the output power of the PV generators. These variations potentially disturb the balance between generation and demand unless an appropriate
smoothing measure is adopted. Otherwise, an additional amount of operational
reserve should be utilised to handle the imbalance associated with the short-term
variability of PV generation plants. The PVG smoothing solutions compensate
the fast variations, primarily caused by passing clouds, and maintain the RR of
the generated power within a specified limit. This enables further deployment of
the distributed solar PV plant throughout the electric power network, eliminating
the financial burden of upgrading the reserve capacity. BS can absorb the fast
dips and rises of the PV generated power and meet the respective RR requirements. Whereas the prohibitive price of this solution makes that financially less
viable. From a technical perspective, the capacity of the BS should be overestimated to provide the sufficient backup power for the smoothing purpose. On
the other hand, the BS technologies of higher power density, e.g. Li-FePO4 , are
more prone to the SOC imbalance in the series connection of battery cells for HV
applications. The PV generation forecast offers a more cost-effective smoothing
strategy. Where the output power is gradually reduced under the required RR
when a cloud is predicted to shade the PV array. As soon as the cloud is cleared,
the generation level ramps up on an appropriate slope. This effectively eliminates the sudden under-generations attributed to passing clouds, while power
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curtailment during the controlled ramp events is unavoidable.
In the following a brief synopsis of the key investigations in each chapter is
presented:
Chapter-1 presented a detailed literature review on how the distributed PVG
plants influence the operation of the electric power systems. Moreover, it
discussed different solutions to eliminate the intermittency of the dispersed
PVG plants. This allows hosting higher level of these generation resources
without upgrading the existing power plants.
Chapter-2 was a detailed discussion on the design and control of the power
electronic converters for a PVG output smoother with HSS. A double-stage
DC-DC-AC converter was deployed as an interface between the PV array
and the utility grid. Two different structures i.e. AC-coupled and DCcoupled were investigated. For AC-coupled HSS smoother another DCDC-AC converter with two bidirectional input ports was also dedicated to
the smoothing process using a BS and UC. Whereas, in the DC-coupled
structure the two parallel DC-DC converters were directly connected to the
DC link of the DC-DC-AC converter. Simulation models and closed-loop
controllers were developed for both configurations. The simulation results
confirmed the reliable cooperation of the PV plant with the HSS-based
smoothing facility in both configurations. In the DC-coupled smoother the
control objective is stabilising the DC link voltage which causes AC side
current transients during the rapid PVG variations. In contrast, the ACcoupled smoother exhibits more stable AC current.
Chapter-3 was concerned with an active equalising solution to the SOC imbalance in Li-FePO4 battery stacks. The circuitry of a bidirectional flyback based active cell balancer with interleaved transformer connection
was modelled and a control algorithm was proposed for that. During the
charge/discharge cycle, the outlier cells were identified and the charge/discharge
operation of the flybacks were decided so that the SOC imbalance was eliminated and all battery cells eventually came in parity. It was also pointed
out that the interleaved arrangement of the transformers remarkably affects the speed of the equalising process. An additional equalising effect
was achieved when more cells were included on the HV side of the transformers. To evaluate the energy efficiency of the active cell balancer, the
passive cell equalisation was also modelled and simulated which pointed out
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lower level of energy loss in the active balancer approach.

Chapter-4 looked into a PVG smoothing approach based on the short-term
cloud prediction information. An ideal forecasting approach was simulated
and it proved to completely eliminate the storage backup. It followed the
proposed imagery-based method to indicate when the passing clouds cast
a shadow on the PV arrays, well ahead of its occurrence. The proposed
strategy deployed a sky-facing fish-eye camera to produce wide-angle sky
images. Afterwards, the position of the sun, the cloud regions and their
principal motion were identified to estimate the upcoming shading events
in a timely manner. Moreover, the algorithm was implemented on a prototype and the generated prediction information was incorporated into a
traditional storage-based PVG output smoothing system. The experimental results suggested that the designed algorithm successfully compensated
the undesired short-term variability of the PVG output, although on very
rare occasions it failed to predict a passing cloud at the right time. However,
the resulting disturbances were of a negligible magnitude as small as the
amount allowed for by the utility operators as a non-linearity error of the
smoothing process. This confirmed the technical viability of the storage-less
PVG output smoothing.

The present study made several contributions to the field of the generation
smoothing of the solar PV:
 It looks into an HSS-based smoothing approach accounting for the structure
of the power electronic converters as well as the control strategy.
 A control algorithm is proposed for a flyback active battery cell balancer
with interleaved connection of the transformers. This provides a safe and
efficient utilisation of the entire capacity of a large battery stack while eliminates any premature termination of the charge/discharge cycles attributed
to SOC imbalance of the series-connected battery cells.
 An improved PVG smoothing approach based on real-time cloud prediction information is proposed and examined for the amount of required BS
backup. It is eventually indicated that the storage-less PVG smoothing process is technically viable by the means of an imagery-based cloud forecasting
method.
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5.2

Limitations

Few limitations of this research need to be acknowledged. The PVG smoother is
essentially a solution to mitigate the adverse effects of the intermittency in the
PVG output power on the utility grid which is mainly manifested as a deviation
in the critical parameters, i.e. frequency and bus voltages. However, the present
work was not particularly designed to quantify the performance of the storage
based and the prediction based PVG smoother in terms of the grid stabilisation.
The scope of this research was limited to incorporating the imagery based cloud
prediction information in the conventional BS based PVG smoothing algorithm
and evaluate its performance through the practical trials.

5.3

Challenges

The major difficulty I faced during this study lies in the fact that the experimental setup was developed in Magellan Power premise. Therefore, in order
to conduct the trials, I had to commute long distance off campus to Magellan
Power office. Due to the user-friendly and block diagram environment of the
Matlab/Simulink it has been widely used by researchers in the fields of computer
vision and image processing. Moreover, the state-of-the-art hardware interfacing devices, e.g. DSpace, allow rapid prototyping and practical verification of
the designed models. When it comes to industrial manufacturing, the Simulink
Coder toolbox offers automatic low-level code generation for implementing on a
suitable target platform. The produced C/C++ code usually requires further
manual modifications for probable troubleshooting and improving its efficiency.
To this end, implementing an algorithm in C/C++ from scratch proved to be
a promising alternative with a unified structure, optimised processing burden,
easier troubleshooting, and increased cross-platform productivity. Due to the industrial orientation of this research the cloud prediction software, discussed in
chapter 4, was developed in C++ deploying the open-source image-processing
library of OpenCV. From an academic perspective, this option may not serve as
a time efficient prototyping solution, as extra effort and time should be allowed
to facilitate the visual presentation and comparison of the results. Moreover,
for the purpose of evaluation and visualisation, the collected data was manually imported to Matlab/Simulink which was a time-consuming process. Another
problem I faced in the development of the prototype was building the outdoor
fisheye camera system which was a mechanical design process, in particular, it
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had to withstand the adverse weather conditions.

5.4

Recommendations

There are few potential areas of research which have not been investigated in this
research. It is recommended that further research is undertaken in the following
areas:
 In the present research, the operation of the flyback converters were decided
based on the relative SOC of the adjacent subsets. A potential area of future
research would be to investigate an improved active cell balancing algorithm
taking the relative SOC of each subset with respect to all subsets.
 The sources of the SOC imbalance, i.e. uneven thermal distribution and
manufacturing tolerance, and their effect could be modelled and taken into
account in the cell balancing process.
 In the proposed cloud prediction algorithm it was assumed that the clouds
are single-layer making persistence motion in the sky. Further research is
required to account for cloud classification according to the visual characteristics as well as long-term NWP information. The estimated optical
transmissivity and light scattering properties of the clouds enable a more
precise irradiance-predictive PVG smoothing approach with improved energy yield.
 The effective viewing angle in a fisheye image is somewhat compromised
through the undistortion process. Therefore, multiple projections from different cameras could be stitched together to obtain a wide undistorted projection with a potential to distinguish between different cloud layers. This
creates a great potential to develop a central controller collecting the realtime images from a network of sky-facing cameras distributed across a wide
area to obtain a region-wide cloud map and produce the respective smoothing commands for all PVG plants.
 The cloud prediction algorithm could be further improved in functionality
and accuracy if ANN processing approach is incorporated for cloud identification and classification, and resulting irradiance estimation.
 The long-term regional weather prediction date from the meteorological
satellites as well as NWP models could be also incorporated to improve the
accuracy and reliability of the short-term imagery based cloud prediction
data.
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 The stabilisation of the power systems with high PVG penetration level
using the proposed imagery based smoothing solution.
 A central controller for multiple predictive PVG smoothing solutions geographically distributed over the utility grid.
 The financial advantages of the proposed solution over the conventional BS
based approach.
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Appendix A

Linkage Matrices of Active Cell
Balancer

The linkage matrices of the fly-back active cell balancer for different arrangements
of subsets are presented here:

(A-1)
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(A-2)

(A-3)
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Appendix B
Calibration of the Fisheye Lens
The OcamCalib toolbox provides a convenient way to extract the intrinsic parameters of an omnidirectional camera through a few photos taken from a chessboard
in different positions and orientations. The toolbox then extracts the corners
points of the photos. The calibration parameters are then calculated and stored
in a file. The toolbox also includes a number of functions which create the mapping arrays which are used for the conversion between fisheye and undistorted
coordinates. Fig. B.1 shows the collection of fisheye photos of the chessboard and
detected corners by the toolbox. The calculated parameters of the fisheye then
are then used to verify library functions developed for removing the hemispherical
distortion of the photos. Fig. B.2 illustrates the undistorted chessboard photos
where all lines appear straight.
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Figure B.1: The fisheye chessboard photos with detected corners points in 640×480
resolution.

Figure B.2: The undistorted chessboard photos in 640×480 resolution.
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Appendix C
Refraction Parameter of the
Fish-Eye Lens
In fish-eye lenses, the projection is based on a linear correlation between the
angular position of the object and the projected point in the image [125]. Fig.
C.1 shows the refraction diagram of a fish-eye lens. This yields the principle
refraction relation:
d1
× α2
α1
= r × α2

d2 =

(C.1)

Given the linear behaviour of the fish-eye lens, the parameter r can be extracted
from a series of photos taken from an object located at different angular positions
with respect to the optical axis. This requires a plane with sectoral markings as
Fig. C.2 to produce the calibration photo of Fig. C.3. The calibration results
are plotted in Fig. C.4 which shows a linear trend over the whole radial extent
of the image. Therefore the conversion coefficient of r is 2.5 [pixel/degree] in the
resolution of 640×480.
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Figure C.1: The diagram of ray refraction in fish-eye lens [125].

Figure C.2: The calibration plane with sectoral marking.
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Figure C.3: The angular calibration photo.

Figure C.4: The angular calibration curve in 640×480 resolution.
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Appendix D
Full-Text of the Publications
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charge transit between cells and thus features significantly
higher efficiency. The active balancing methods based on
switched capacitor or inductor enable either direct cell-to-cell
or adjacent cell-to-cell equalization achieved automatically by
the charge flow initiated by voltage imbalance between cells
without any voltage sensing requirement [1-6]. The charge
flow in this approaches is tightly dependence on cell-to-cell
voltage mismatch which leads to relatively slow voltage
convergence. The inherent forward voltage drop on solid state
switches, moreover, results in a persistence non-addressable
voltage gap among cells. Quasi-resonance switched capacitors
have been proposed to achieve zero voltage gap and extremely
high efficiency in zero-current switching [7-10]. Fly-back
converters could also provide a more flexible bidirectional
charge transfer between cells as the galvanic isolation allows
each cell to exchange charge with either the whole stack or
any arbitrary smaller set of series cells [11-13]. This requires
interleaved arrangement of transformers across sub-stacks
which remarkably reduces the voltage rating of power
electronic components at the cost of slightly inferior
effectiveness and more complicated control requirements.

Abstract- Fly-back converter has proved a promising option for
effective bidirectional active cell balancing in series connected
battery stacks. The stack could be organized as a number of
subsets to facilitate an interleaved connection across consecutive
subsets at the high-voltage side of transformers so that the
voltage rating of components will be reduced accordingly. This
structure features expandable modular attribute, however,
creates more complicated charge transfer between cells which
has to be taken into account in the control scheme. This paper
sets out the operation principals and proposes a control strategy
handling intra-subset imbalance as well as inter-subset uneven
charge distribution. The results of simulation study confirms the
effectiveness of the proposed control method in both charge and
discharge cycles.
Index Terms—Active cell balancer, charge equalization, seriesconnected battery string, fly-back converter.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid progresses in battery technology and deployment
of cells featuring high power and energy density, i.e. LiFePo4,
necessitate a state-of-the-art battery management system
(BMS). In series-connected battery packs cell state of charge
(SOC) imbalances, generally, accounts for slight mismatches
in internal resistance, capacity, self-discharge rate, and
temperature characteristics of cells due to manufacturing
variations, which diverges by cell aging. Ineffective
ventilation and uneven heat dissipation in battery packs
moreover cause temperature difference between cells which
widens this mismatch and exacerbate the SOC imbalance
significantly. To ensure batteries’ safe operation and prevent
over-run
damage,
BMSs
traditionally
terminate
charge/discharge cycles when the first cell reaches its
maximum/minimum SOC, this by no means leads to fully
utilization of battery stack capacity, unless all the cells are
effectively equalized in SOC to achieve fully charge/discharge
simultaneously.

This paper sets out the structure and operation principle of
a bidirectional fly-back active cell balancer and a control
strategy is proposed afterwards. Eventually, the performance
of the balancing algorithm is evaluated through simulation
study.
II.

CONVERTER TOPOLOGY

Several kinds of fly-back converter based active cell
balancing modules for varied applications are on the market
nowadays [14, 15], which provide all gate drives, accurate
current sensing, and fault detections required for reliable
operation of converters to equalize the charge level of series
connected battery cells. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical interleaved
fly-back active balancer configuration which is repeated for
each subset consisting of S cells. In each subset, fly-back
converters rout the charge into two subsets constituting a substack. The topmost subset is exceptionally considered as the
last sub-stack, which should be taken into account in control
method. The fly-backs are controlled in Discontinuous
Conduction Mode (DCM) by peak current sensing at primary
Pr i
Sec
and secondary sides of the transformer ( I Peak
and I Peak
).

Balancing methods are categorized into two main groups:
passive and active. The former primarily involves dissipating
excess charge of over-charged cells in heat through bleeding
resistors until every single cell reaches the full charge point.
This might end up with unevenly distributed temperature rise
in battery pack unless it is taken into account in ventilation
design. Active balancing, however, manages the imbalance by
The authors would like to acknowledge sponsorship of this research by
Magellan Powertronics Pty Ltd. Perth, WA, Australia.
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III.
Cell N
from Cells N-2S+1 ~ N-S

Topmost Subset

CONTROL STRATEGY

The balancing control objective is to maintain the charge
difference between all series connected cells in an acceptable
range over either charge or discharge cycles. This
consequently extends the storage’s run time by preventing
premature termination of charge/discharge cycle before the
stack is fully charge/discharged. The cells’ SOCs are then
required to be compared in order to identify the unbalanced
cells. As Fig. 3 illustrates, the SOC mismatch could be
distinctly identified with voltage difference in quadratic
sections of the SOC vs voltage curve, which implies the end of
charge or discharge cycles where the equalizing is supposedly
performed.

Topmost
Sub-stack
Cell N-S+1

To Cell 4S

Cell 3S

Cell 2S+1

Sub-stack 2
Cell 2S

Subset 2
Cell S+1

Cell S
Sub-stack 1

Cell 3
Subset 1
Cell 2

Cell 1

Figure 1. Interleaved connection of transformers [15].

VCharg e
ICharg e

I

IDischar ge
VSecondary

Figure 3. Cell’s voltage variation over discharge cycle.

Pr i
I Disch
arg e

Cell N

Cell 2S+1

t

t1

Sec
I Disch
arg e

ISecondary

A bidirectional active balancer operates by manipulating
bidirectional charge transfer between each cell and the
associated sub-stack. Considering the charge and discharge
operation of fly-backs in nth subset, the total power in primary
and secondary sides of all fly-backs could be obtained by the
following summations:

Pr i
Peak

Pr i
I Peak
T

⎛ S ×n
Sec
Sec
PnSec = ⎜⎜ ∑ D k ⋅ I Disch
arg e + C k ⋅ I Ch arg e
⎝ S ×(n −1)+1

(

2S×VCell
Cell 2S

t1 t2

t

Sec
I Ch
arg e

PnPr i =

Sec
I Peak

IPrimary

S ×n

S × n−1 +1

k

)

(5)

]

(6)

⎞
⎟
k ⎟
⎠ ⎝ S × n −1 +1 ⎠

Pr i
Pr i
⋅ I Disch
arg e + C k ⋅ I Ch arg e × Vk

S × ( n +1)

VCell

T:1

Cell 1
VSec

∑ [(D
( )

)⎞⎟⎟ × ⎛⎜⎜ ∑ V
( )

VPri

Pr i
I Ch
arg e

⎧1 , Ch arg ing
Ck = ⎨
⎩0 , otherwise

t

t1

Sec
T × I Peak

(a)

t1

t2

⎧1 , Disch arg ing
Dk = ⎨
⎩ 0 , otherwise

,

(7)

Given the interleaved arrangement of fly-backs, Eqs. 8-9
yield the energy division at the secondary sides of fly-backs in
nth subset.

t

(b)

⎛ S ×n
⎜
⎜ ∑ Vk
S × ( n −1 )+1
= ⎝ S ×( n +1)
⎛
⎜ ∑ Vk
⎜
⎝ S ×(n −1 )+1

Figure 2. (a) Fly-back converter topology, (b) Current waveforms in charge
and discharge operation [15]

P

Sec
Pr i
Sec
Pr i
Where I Disch
, I Disch
, I Ch
, and I Ch
are mean
arg e
arg e
arg e
arg e
discharge and charge currents at secondary (sub-stack) and
primary (battery cell) side, respectively. S and T stand for
number of cells in subset and transformer turn ratio,
respectively.

⎛ S ×( n +1)
⎜⎜ ∑ Vk
⎝ k = S ×n +1
PnSec
=
, n +1
⎛ S ×( n +1)
⎜ ∑ Vk
⎜
⎝ S ×(n −1)+1

Secc
n ,n

⎞
⎟
⎟
S ×n
⎠ × P Sec = ⎛⎜
Sec
Sec
n
⎜ ∑ Dk ⋅ I Disch arg e + C k ⋅ I Ch arg e
⎞
⎝ S ×( n −1 )+1
⎟
⎟
⎠

(

⎞
⎟⎟
S ×n
⎠ × P Sec = ⎛⎜
Sec
Sec
n
⎜ ∑ D k ⋅ I Disch arg e + C k ⋅ I Ch arg e
⎞
⎝ S ×(n −1)+1
⎟
⎟
⎠

(
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⎟
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⎠
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and PnSec
are transferred power from the
Where P nSec
,n
,n +1
secondary side of fly-backs in nth subset which returns to nth
subset itself, and (n+1)th subset, respectively. Therefore, Eq.
10 presents the energy transfer between the two adjacent
subsets:
⎛ S ×n
Sec
Sec
⎜
Pn ,n +1 = PnSec
, n +1 = ⎜ ∑ Dk ⋅ I Disch arg e + C k ⋅ I Ch arg e
⎝ S ×( n−1)+1

(

)⎞⎟⎟ × ⎛⎜⎜ ∑ V
⎝
S ×( n +1)

⎠

k = S ×n +1

k

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

VD

H k = 1 , N k = 0 , Lk = 0

VBC

H k = 0 , N k = 1 , Lk = 0

VBD

Pn,n+1 = P

Sec
⎞
T ⋅ I Peak
I Pri
⎛ S ⋅V ⎞ S×n ⎛
=⎜
− Dk ⋅ Peak ηDischarge ⎟⎟
⎟ ∑ ⎜⎜Ck ⋅
4
4
⎝ S + T ⎠S×(n−1)+1 ⎝
⎠

In Fig. 5, VC and VD represent the maximum and minimum
C
permissible cell voltages, respectively, while VB and VBD are
the associated hysteresis bands. “Hk=1” ,”Nk=1”, and “Lk=1”
indicate the kth cell’s charge status, i.e. “over-charged” (OC),
“normal” (NC), and “over-discharged” (OD) states,
respectively. Hence, the intra-subset charge routing is decided
according to corresponding cells’ charge status with respect to
other cells in subset. To handle inter-subset charge exchange,
over-charge and over-discharge indexes (OCI and ODI) are
defined for each subset as below:

(11)

CELL (S+1)×n−2

CELL S×n+2

CELL S×n+1

CELL S×n+1

CELL S×n

CELL S×n

S ×n

k

, ODI (n) =

∑ (L )
( )
S ×n

S × n −1 +1

k

(12)

In the remaining parts of this section, a three-stage
balancing approach is explained, utilizing cells’ charge status,
and subsets’ OCI and ODI.

CELL (S+1)×n−1

...

PnSec
, n +1 > 0

...

PnSec
, n+1 < 0

CELL S×n+2

(H )
∑
( )

k = S × n −1 +1

CELL (S+1)×n

CELL (S+1)×n−2

VHD

Figure 5. Hysteresis voltage interpreter.

OCI ( n) =
CELL (S+1)×n−1

VHC
H k = 0 , N k = 0 , Lk = 1

V LD

Equation 11 indicates that discharging a cell in the nth
subset will result in negative Pn,n+1 which implies charge
transfer from nth to (n+1)th subset and likewise charge will
move in reverse direction from (n+1)th to nth subset as a cell is
being charging in nth subset. Fig. 4 shows this phenomenon by
the way of illustration.

CELL (S+1)×n

VLC

(10)

To simplify Eq. 10, it is presumed that all cell voltages are
the same and equal to V. Substituting Eqs. 1-4 in Eq. 10
yields:
Sec
n,n+1

VC

A.
P nPr i < 0

CELL S×n− 1
CELL S×n− 2

...

CELL S×(n−1)+2

PnSec
,n > 0

PnPr i > 0

CELL S×n− 2

...

PnSec
,n < 0

CELL S×n− 1

Stage-I: Equalizing Over-Charged/Discharged Cells
To mitigate cells’ irreversible damages at the end of
charge/discharge cycle, the over-charged/over-discharged
(OC/OD) cells have to be equalized while the inter-subset
charge exchange is targeted at rectifying OCI/ODI inequality
of adjacent subsets. In the case of non-zero and equal
OCI/ODI, inter-subset charge routing could be decided based
on the subsets’ mean voltage. Eventually, in each sub-set the
inter-subset equalization criteria are met, as the associated
subsets are equal in OCI/ODI and mean voltage, concurrently.
Afterwards, the intra-subset equalizing will be adopted with
minimum inter-subset charge exchange.

CELL S×(n−1)+2

CELL S×(n−1)+1

CELL S×(n−1)+1

V

C
L

C
H

VLC VHC

V

(a )

(b )

Figure 4. Energy transfer diagram while (a) over-charged cells are being
discharged, and (b) non-over-charged cells are being charged.

IV.

CHARGER CONTROL

The balancer cannot perform effectively unless it operates
at a current greater than the battery stack charge/discharge
current. In most of the cases using power electronic converters
with this rating is not viable due to system volume or cost
limitations. Alternatively, the charge current will be reduced to
less than balancing current as balancing operation starts.
However, in the end of discharge cycle the BMS isolates the
load once the first cell is detected over-discharged as
discharge current control is not practically feasible. After the
completion of equalization, the BMS might resume supplying
the load until all cells reach the maximum DOD (depth of
discharge) limit.

B. Stage-II: Equalising Subsets’ Mean Voltage
When OCI/ODI is zero for both subsets in a sub-stack, the
corresponding mean voltages determine the inter-subset
equalization, until subsets’ mean voltage absolute mismatch
converges within a specific hysteresis band of δS.
C. Stage-III: Intra-Subset Cell Voltages Equalising
After a subset achieves a relatively equalized state with
respect to the upper subset, which is identified by equal
OCI/ODI and mean voltage difference within the hysteresis
band of δS, a more precise intra-subset cell voltage balancing
with minimum inter-subset charge exchange will be set out.
The gap between the highest and lowest cell voltages is a good
indication of intra-subset charge balance. Hence, the cells are
sorted in a sequence by their corresponding voltage and in
either charge or discharge cycle the highest-voltage half of
cells are discharged and the rest are charged. This stage
continues, as long as the maximum cell voltage difference in
the subset is out of a hysteresis band of δC.

As shown in Fig. 5, a three-level hysteresis voltage
interpreter can be employed to determine SOC status of each
cell based on its voltage.
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Figs. 7(b) and (d) represent cell voltages as well as their
SOC, and load current over a balancing procedure. To
facilitate over-discharge equalization, the discharge current is
cut off by load isolation by the time the first cell voltage is
detected less than a predefined threshold, 2.7V, until cell
voltages laid within an acceptable range, 0.02V. During overdischarge balancing the stack’s neither charged nor discharged
but its overall charge level is unknown therefore the threshold
values of the hysteresis interpreter couldn’t be strictly defined
and should be determined by average cell voltage,
alternatively. To utilize the remaining stack’s stored energy, a
discharge cycle continues afterwards until the stack is fully
discharged.

Fig. 6 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed balancing
algorithm for charge and discharge cycles.
Start
Cell Voltage
Measurement
Charge Status
Determination

Charge Cycle?

Y
Y
Discharge OC
cells

Y

OCI(n)>OCI(n+1)

ODI(n)>ODI(n+1)

N

N

OCI(n)<OCI(n+1)

Charge non-OC
cells

N

N

N

N

Y

Y
Discharge nonOD cells

Vn − Vn+1 < δ S

Charge non-OC
cells

The current control in fly-back converters is performed at
supplying side of the transformer (primary in discharge mode
and secondary in charge mode). Hence, the cell’s charge and
discharge current are slightly different. The cell’s charging
current and the lowest SOC among the cells will determine the
balancing time which is around 2.5hrs (0.06×100Ah / 2.46A =
2.43hrs).

Discharge nonOD cells

Vn − Vn +1 > δ S

Vn − Vn+1 < δ S

Y

Y
Charge OD cells

ODI(n)<ODI(n+1)

Vn − Vn +1 > δ S

Y
Discharge OC
cells

N

SPECIFICATIONS OF SIMULATED MODEL IN SIMULINK.

TABLE I.

Y

Parameter

Charge OD cells

Vnmax −Vnmin >δC

N
Idel

cell capacity
Y
- Charge lower- voltage half
- Discharge others

C
N
M

12

Cells in subset

S

8

6

Pr i
I Peak

6.25A

6.25A

24

3.125A

16

Sec
I Peak

3.125A

Primary side mean discharge current

Pr i
I Disch
arg e

2.67A

2.78

Secondary side mean discharge current

Sec
I Disch
arg e

-0.2A

-0.16

Primary side mean charge current

Pr i
ICh
arge

-2.46A

-2.55

Secondary side mean charge current

Sec
ICh
arg e

0.22A

Secondary side Peak current

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANLYSES
Fly-back

Transformer turn ratio
charge efficiency
discharge efficiency
Charger Current

It is observed that by the time the first cell is detected overcharged at the 96% of SOC, the charger current is reduced to
2A, a value less than balancing current, and it takes almost 1
hours until stack reaches from mean SOC of 93.1% to fully
charge state of 96.4% (0.033 × 100Ah / 4A = 0.83hrs). Among
all cells in the stack those with the minimum and maximum
SOC at the starting time of the balancing needed the longest
balancing time around 2.5hrs (0.06 × 100Ah / 2.5A = 2.4hrs).

Case-2

100Ah

Cells in sub-stack

Primary side Peak current

In this section the performance of the proposed balancing
control is evaluated through simulation studies. A simulation
model has been developed in Matlab/Simulink consisting of a
battery stack made up of 24 LiFePO4 cells of 100Ah capacity
arranged as 4×6-cell subsets in cases-1, and 3×8-cell subsets
in case-2. The cells’ characteristic curve is illustrated in Fig. 3
and the specifications of simulated model are presented in
Table I. The simulation starts with initial cells’ SOC that are
randomly distributed between 10% and 22% in both cases. As
simulation results suggest in Fig. 7, this extreme charge
unbalance has been successfully managed by the proposed
balancing control in both charge and discharge cycles.
Moreover, it is concluded that when more cells are included in
subsets, charge distribution will take place over larger substacks and fully balanced state is achieved in shorter time,
consequently. Comparing the two cases, equalizing takes 68%
and 37% longer in 4×6 arrangement with respect to 3×8 over
charge and discharge cycles, respectively.

Value
Case-1

cells in stack

Figure 6. flowchart of the proposed balancing algorithm.
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T

1:2

ηCharge
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ηDischarge

92%

ICharge

50A

Charger Current during balancing

IBalancing

4A

Discharge (load) current

IDischarge

20A

Subset mean voltage threshold

δS

5mV

Cell voltage threshold

δC

5mV

Cell charge cut-out voltage

VC

3.5V

Cell discharge cut-out voltage

VD
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Over-charge hysteresis band

VCB

12mV

Over-discharge hysteresis band

VDB

12mV
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VI.

CONCLUSION

A control method is proposed and implemented for the
bidirectional fly-back active balancer with interleaved
transformer arrangement at high voltage side. Simulation
results suggest that by means of inter-subset and intra-subset
charge routing an effective global balancing will come about
in both charge and discharge cycles. Moreover, it was pointed
out that as the subsets become smaller in size, the lower
voltage rating of power electronic switches will be required
whereas the ultimate equalized state takes longer time to be
accomplished. In particular, if a significant charge imbalance
exists between faraway cells in the stack as this involves
charge to be transferred through more subsets in between.
(a)

VII.
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Figure 7. Simulation results for cell voltages, SOC, and
charge/discharge current; (a)-(b) Charge and discharge cycles in
4×6 arrangement, respectively, (c)-(d) Charge and discharge
cycles in 3×8 arrangement, respectively.
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Battery-Less Short-Term Smoothing of Photovoltaic
Generation Using Sky Camera
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Member, IEEE, and Masoud Abshar

Abstract— There is a growing concern over addressing the
adverse effects of variations in the output power of distributed
generators such as photovoltaic generation (PVG) systems that
continue to be widely introduced into power networks. Nowadays,
most network operators are requiring these intermittent energy
resources to seek compliance with new regulations pertaining to
the restriction of their export power fluctuations. This paper
aims to investigate the smoothing of the export power fluctuations primarily attributed to clouds passing over the PVG
plant which are traditionally compensated by integrating a
battery storage (BS) system. The idea of incorporating short-term
solar prediction information into the conventional smoothing
approach is examined to indicate how it affects the engagement
of BS in the smoothing process. Afterward, an enhanced solar
forecasting scheme based on whole-sky imaging is proposed
and its performance is demonstrated through several real-time
experiments complemented with simulation studies. The results
reveal that the proposed PVG smoothing strategy is capable
of successfully filtering rapid export power fluctuations to an
acceptable extent and the conventional generation reserves will
experience a negligible amount of remaining undesired power
variation. This clearly bears out the hypothesis of battery-less
PVG regulation.
Index Terms—Cloud forecasting, photovoltaic systems, power
smoothing, sky camera imaging.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE escalating deployment level of photovoltaic generation (PVG) systems and their growing contribution
to meet the increasing energy demand has created emerging issues in the power systems planned to operate with
conventional generation resources. The uncertainty of PVG
which is primarily attributed to clouds obscuring the sun and
substantial insolation variations can lead to an extra burden on
the conventional operational reserve of the power system, in
terms of the incidence of operation as well as required capacity
[1]. This gives rise to a critical necessity for associated
regulations on ramp rate (RR) of the variations in photovoltaic
(PV) and wind generations, e.g. 10% of plant’s rated capacity
per minute is widely adopted by utility operators [2]–[4]. As
an immediate solution, different energy storage technologies
have been proposed and applied to address the intermittency
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of PVG, i.e. battery storage (BS) [5]–[10], ultra-capacitors
[11], [12], superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES)
[13], [14], fuel cells [15], and flywheels [16]. Among these
technologies, BS-based solutions have become more prevalent
due to recent improvements in performance, declining trend in
the cost, wide power range, and scalable capacity. Essentially,
the backup storage system reacts to the erratic fluctuations
in the PV export power termed as a ”reactive” smoothing
approach. Therefore, sufficient storage capacity proportional
to the magnitude of the sudden PVG variations is required for
a proper smoothing treatment. This also substantially raises
the capital cost of the PVG system and consequently the generation cost of the solar electricity. On the other hand, the solar
irradiance forecasting and projected generation information of
the PV facilities enables a predictive approach which initiates
the ramp down function sufficiently prior to the passing clouds
shade the PV arrays. Therefore, upon the incidence of the
shading event, the PV plant will not experience any severe
fluctuation. This solution, termed as ”proactive”, significantly
shrinks the required smoothing backup. Moreover, solar irradiance prediction approaches could offer remarkable reliability
and power quality advantages to the power system, i.e. serve to
improve the ability to dispatch utility-scale PV plants, enabling
less variable PVG in urban feeders and alleviate the operation
of voltage regulation equipment, and allow efficient and smart
control of storage systems integrated into PV plants. There is
a wide range of solar forecasting methods available; typically
they differ in the temporal and spatial domain. Those range
from a very short-term time frame of one minute to a full
day ahead, with a spatial accuracy ranging from very coarse
50 [km] down to a more precise 1 [km] domain. Groundbased cloud imagery approaches offer comparatively higher
resolutions in both the temporal and spatial domains, making
them good candidates for PVG smoothing applications that
require identifying rapid irradiance variations [17]. There are a
series of publications available on solar irradiance forecasting
[18]–[22] which to some extent describe the fundamentals.
The acquired image is first captured by a whole-sky camera
and transformed into a red-to-blue-ratio (RBR) image. Then,
it is compared with a corresponding reference image of the
clear sky, where the difference in RBR values is used to
distinguish cloud regions. This is then processed to generate
a cloud map, which in conjunction with the cloud base
height (CBH) information yields a ground shadow map with
a range of up to 5 [km] from the observation spot [18]–
[20]. West et al. [21], have deployed an artificial neural
network to make an estimation on the respective cloudiness
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degree of each pixel while [22] proposed a fixed value RBR
segmentation approach augmented by cloud texture filters.
Another key element investigated in different approaches is
the cloud motion, i.e. the cross-correlation of consecutive
images [18]–[20] and dense optical flow [21] as well as a nonrigid registration method which takes the local deformation of
clouds into account [22]. The insolation level is conclusively
predicted according to the present cloud regions and their
prevailing movements. In a traditional method as used by
[18]–[20], the cloud map is advected by extrapolating the
observed cloud motion elements to identify a projected cloud
map and then by means of ray-tracing method a shadow map is
calculated. However, [21] correlates the occlusion of the sun to
the cloudiness figure of an annulus area with radii proportional
to forecast range. Bernecker et al. [22], have defined and
examined an area in which the clouds have a potential of
obscuring the sun to generate an occlusion probability which
is used to estimate the projected insolation level. Aside from
the inherent inaccuracies arising from the cloud formation and
evaporation, the perspective error, and the limited field of view,
the extensive evaluative results presented in [20] implies an
inconsistency in the incidence and magnitude of erroneous
predictions from day to day. These inconsistencies call for a
more robust and improved solution.
In this paper, an averaged cloud prediction approach is
proposed that considers multiple historical observations to obtain a single projected cloud region. Furthermore, this method
is applied to generate a series of equally spaced prediction
information to improve the robustness while addressing the
occasional inaccuracies of the algorithm in the identification of
shape, dimensions, or motion of clouds. Ultimately, the cloud
prediction information is incorporated into the conventional
PVG regulation algorithm as an early warning of the upcoming
shading events which starts the export ramp down to a reduced
level so that it is not affected by the passing clouds.
The main contribution of this paper is a practical predictive
solution addressing the short-term intermittency of the solar
power to meet the RR regulations mandated by the utility grid
operators. The experimental results confirm that the proposed
approach effectively minimises the amount of required backup
capacity which is tightly restricted to a certain level. Utility
grid operators normally allow for the low amplitude generation variations to be accommodated by the existing spinning
reserve capacity. This proves the hypothesis of a battery-less
solution to the short-term PVG regulation in practice.
The remainder of the paper is organised into five sections.
Sections II and III present the proposed imagery cloud prediction algorithm, and a detailed explanation on different cloud
prediction-based smoothing approaches, respectively; followed
the developed experimental testbed is described in section IV.
The performances of several smoothing techniques are comparatively surveyed through experimental measurements and
simulation studies in section V, followed by the conclusion.
II. P ROPOSED AVERAGED C LOUD P REDICTION
A LGORITHM
The cloud prediction procedure is primarily an image
processing operation which considers successive whole sky

Fig. 1. (a) A sample fish-eye photo of a checkerboard and the undistorted
images, (b) Fp = 5 , (c) Fp = 10.

images captured by a fish-eye camera and generates projected
cloudiness figures which are interpreted as a reliable indication
of projected PVG power ramp downs. In this section, the
major contribution is a multi-target prediction technique that
examines cloud prediction information associated with a series
of prediction instants within a prediction range of interest.
This allows an averaged prediction that improves the overall
performance of the algorithm in terms of robustness and
accuracy.
A. Correcting Lens Distortion
Fish-eye lens produces an extremely wide field of view
while the optical distortion is typical of the fish-eye images.
For the purpose of motion analysis, the spherical perspective is
projected onto the flat plane using the OCamCalib calibration
toolbox [23]. The toolbox processes multiple sample photos
of a chessboard template and obtains the coordinates of all
corners and then calculates the corresponding inherent optical
characteristics of the lens. Then a mapping lookup array is
generated for instant conversion of the fish-eye hemispherical
view into an undistorted image. The fish-eye lens normally
creates a compressed artifact towards the periphery of the
image. The calibration process is also significantly erroneous
in marginal coordinates due to the non-linear characteristics of
the lens towards the rim. Hence, the undistortion is conducted
so that the poorly undistorted region with higher circular angle
is projected outside the destination frame. This can be achieved
by adjusting the projection factor Fp in the OcamCalib toolbox
to ignore the calibration error at the price of limited view
angle. As Fig. 1 points out, Fp = 5 produces relatively no
distortion in the peripheries compared to Fp = 10. Therefore,
Fp = 5 will be used hereafter to avoid the effect of the
calibration error whereas the view angle is restricted to 136◦ .
B. Sun Positioning
The solar forecasting process mainly relies on the position
of the sun in the sky images which is accurately indicated and
updated over successive time intervals. Scanning the sky image
for the brightest area does not work perfectly in practice as
optically thin clouds can be intensely illuminated by the sun
and considerably deviate the sun-locating process. Therefore,
a computational approach is deployed which yields the angular
position of the sun corresponding to the specific geographic
information, date and time [24]. The fish-eye coordinates
of the sun is obtained and then translated into undistorted
coordinates using the calibration toolbox.
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C. Cloud Segmentation

Different optical properties of atmospheric aerosols and
constituent particles of the clouds create a relatively marked
visual distinction between clear and cloudy regions of the
sky. RBR value of each pixel has proven to be an effective
approach to generate the cloud mask by discriminating the
cloud pixels from the clear sky [25]. However, applying an
ordinary thresholding on the RBR value of the pixels usually
shows an unreliable performance in different regions of the
sky. This is mainly attributed to the nonuniform luminance
pattern of the sky due to the scattering effect of atmosphere
on the sun beams [26] which is also shown in Fig.2(d). This
effect can be compensated by comparing the real-time sky
image against the corresponding clear sky reference (CSR)
image in RBR values. The resulting differential array is then
thresholded by ΘRBR to identify the cloud areas. For this
purpose, the sun position (zenith and azimuth angle) in the
CSR has to be aligned with that of the real-time sky image.
Therefore, a collection of clear sky images is created, where
each element corresponds to a specific zenith angle considering the daily and seasonal variations of the sun trajectory.
It ranges from minimum zenith angle of 7◦ at high noon on
the summer solstice in Perth, Australia, to the maximum of
70◦ which corresponds to the extreme zenith angles at the
start and end of the prediction algorithm at sunrise and sunset
times, respectively. Moreover, each element of the clear sky
collection (CSC) is centre rotated so that the sun is aligned to
the azimuth angle of zero. This allows instant reconstruction
of the CSR respective to any angular position of the sun; the
element closest to the real-time zenith angle of the sun is
chosen and centre rotated by its azimuth angle. To prevent
computational burden, the sky image and the respective CSR
are undistorted and averaged block-wise and the corresponding
RBR value is calculated for each block instead of pixel-wise
processing. Figs.2(c) and (f) illustrate the RBR images of
the real-time sky view and the associated CSR represented
in false colour, respectively. The resulting differential image
is then thresholded to identify the cloud regions. The cutting
value of ΘRBR is tuned practically through observations and
a satisfactory cloud detection process is achieved by the value
of 0.176, as shown in Fig.2(h). The thresholding process
produces a binary cloud mask representing the clear sky in
zero and clouds in one. The shape of the clouds is then defined
in a sequence of the coordinates on the outline of the respective
area termed as ”contours” which is illustrated in Fig. 2(i).
Although, the CSR differentiation relatively avoids the severe
illumination rise in the circumsolar area the cloud detection
in this region is comparatively unreliable and only useful for
relatively short-term sub-minute prediction range, e.g. 1 [min].
Therefore, for longer prediction ranges, i.e. 10 [min], the
circumsolar area can be subtracted from the initially detected
clouds. This operation is achieved by scattering the contours
into small hexagons and those overlapped the circumsolar area
are excluded, purple contours in Fig. 2(j).

D. Cloud Motion
The motion analysis of the observed clouds is a significant
component of the prediction method. An optical-flow approach
is deployed to identify the motion of the objects between two
successive frames. It calculates an array of 2D displacement
vectors respective to all pixels or blocks of pixels [27]. The
vectors are then filtered by the binary cloud mask Fig. 2(h)
to obtain the motion elements of the pixels inside the cloud
regions. Fig. 2(j) gives an example of the motion vectors
resulting from two successive samples. Using a simplifying
assumption that all visible clouds are single layer making
a uniform motion in a horizontal plane, the instantaneous
~ (t0 ) is obtained by averaging the validated
velocity vector V
collection of motion vector:
n ~
X
di
~ (t0 ) = 1
V
tc i=1 n

(1)

where t0 and tc are sampling instant and cycling time of
the algorithm, respectively, over which n displacement values
of d~1 through d~n have been observed. Afterward, to smooth
out the turbulent movement of the clouds or any occasional
passing object within effective view of the camera, previous
instantaneous motions corresponding to three recent cycles
(r=3) of the algorithm are averaged to obtain the principal
~¯ (t0 ) which is introduced into the forecasting
velocity vector V
section of the proposed algorithm.
r

X
~¯ (t0 ) = 1
~ (t0 − i · tc )
V
V
r i=0

(2)

To ease the deployment of observation data for future
predictions, in each cycle an observation structure containing
the associated time tag tr , cloud mask, and principal velocity
vector is created as below:


 reference time: tr
cloud outline: C
obs(tr ) =
(3)


~¯ (tr )
velocity vector: V
E. Cloud Forecasting

Given the key assumption of the persistent movement of the
~ tt1 , associated
clouds, the projected displacement value of D
0
with a time interval of t0 to t1 , is obtained by extrapolating
the principal velocity vector from the time origin.
~ tt1 = V
~¯ (t0 ) × (t1 − t0 )
D
(4)
0
In order to make a more reliable prediction which is less
susceptible to occasional errors in segmentation and opticalflow, a series of historical observations are incorporated.
Respective to each prediction time tf a suitable range for the
reference time of historic observation is defined as below:
t0 + tf − th2 < tr < t0 + tf − th1

(5)

Given the cloud segments neighboring the solar area are
projected to create a shade in the very close future, eliminating
the cicumsolar clouds in the segmentation stage makes the
very short-term cloud prediction impossible. Therefore, the
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historic observations closer than th1 to the target prediction
time t0 +tf doesn’t contain useful cloud information and have
to be excluded in the forecasting process. Moreover, due to
the limited effective prediction range (viewing angle of the
camera) the outdated observations spaced back farther than
th2 prior to the target prediction time t0 + tf are projected out
of the observation plane and have to be disregarded as well.
Both th1 and th2 could be experimentally obtained:
th1 = dmin /Vavg
th2 = dmax /Vavg

(6)
(7)

where Vavg is the average motion amplitude over the available historic information, e.g. few months, recorded as
0.46[pix/sec]. Hence, dmin = 55[pixel] is the circumsolar
distance and dmax = 339[pixel] is the longest radius of the
frame as shown in Fig. 2(l). Therefore, it gives th1 ≈ 120[sec]
and th2 ≈ 755[sec]. Afterward, the cloud outlines respective
to the eligible observations (Eq. (5)) are displaced according
to Eq. 4. A mean predicted cloud outline is then generated
from the collection of the displaced cloud outlines which are
then averaged pixel-wise and normalised to [0-255] to produce
a single monochrome image. This image is then thresholded
by the middle intensity value of Θavg = 256 ÷ 2 = 128
to generate the averaged predicted cloud outline. Fig. 2(k)
shows the result of the averaged prediction process as a
binary cloud mask which is overlayed onto the solar disc
templates to obtain the predicted cloudiness indexes. The
solar disc template consists of a circle equal in size to the
sun as observed in the undistorted image and centred on
the calculated coordinate of the sun. The pixel count of the
projected cloud mask that overlaps the solar disc template
(highlighted in yellow) is then normalised by the solar disc
area to produce the respective solar occlusion index, SOi,
which is a fair indication of the predicted attenuation of solar
insolation. Similarly, a circumsolar template is an annulus
with an inner radius equal to the size of the solar disc, and
an outer radius twice that size. The circumsolar occlusion
index, COi, is the normalised conjunction of the circumsolar
annulus and the cloud mask (highlighted in green), which
could be interpreted as a moderate likelihood of sunlight
obstruction in future time. However, when it comes to fast
moving intermittent clouds, it is more challenging to predict a
shading event that is occurring relatively far away from current
time. The effective prediction range, TP , is defined as the
time a cloud segment takes to travel the effective displacement
~ P , at the velocity and orientation of the observed
prediction, L
~ P is the shortest
principal motion. As shown in Fig. 2(l), L
trajectory from the margin of viewing field to the position of
the sun.
~ P |/|V
~¯ (t0 )|
T P = |L
(8)
Hence, the cloud prediction algorithm is capable of indicating
occlusion of the sun for a prediction time up to the effective
range and fails when that time exceeds Tp . This is a motivation
for proposing multi-point forecasting, as opposed to a single
target, in which prediction is performed at a series of evenly
spaced prediction instants:
{t0 + tsp , t0 + 2 · tsp , . . . , t0 + n · tsp }

(9)

Fig. 2. Real-time captured image (a) fish-eye, (b) undistorted, (c) RBR in
false color. Reconstructed clear sky image, (d) fish-eye, (e) undistorted, (f)
RBR in false color. Cloud segmentation, (g) differential image, (h) thresholded
by ΘRBR , (i) cloud contours. (j) Cloud motion. (k) Cloud Forecast. (l)
Observation ranges and effective range of displacement prediction.

n × tsp = tf

(10)

where tf and tsp are total and split forecast ranges, respectively. Moreover, n stands for the total number of prediction
instants. This is a solution to address the all-or-nothing nature
of the individual target prediction i.e. a shading event out of
an effective range will be still identified prior to its occurrence
yet not at a perfect time. Therefore, pointing to a specific time
forward, the multi-point prediction generates a series of SOi
and COi values corresponding to the elements of prediction
time series as per Eq. (9).
III. P ROPOSED PVG S MOOTHING A PPROACH
For grid-tied PVG systems compliance with operators RR
requirements, i.e. 10% per minute RR tolerance as per [2],
ensures that grid is not disturbed and power quality criteria are
satisfied. Sudden under/over generation of a PV plant primarily
attributed to passing clouds and their shading characteristics
can be addressed in different ways. This section outlines
the conventional non-predictive approach followed by cloud
prediction aided proactive strategies. In the end, a new batteryless smoothing technique using conservative cloud prediction
by the sky-camera is explained.
A. Conventional Non-Predictive Smoothing Strategy
This method works on the assumption that the PV plant is
continuously operating at its maximum power point (MPP),
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B. Ideal Export Prediction Smoothing Strategy
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Smoothing approach purely based on prediction is ideally
defined on the assumption that valid projected PVG output
is available all the time. The required prediction range tf is
inversely proportional to the maximum allowable RR.
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Fig. 3. Energy balance in PVG smoothing. (a) Conventional smoothing. (b)
Based on cloud prediction.

while the generation is monitored and undue RR is compensated by means of a backup storage device such as BS. Eqs.
(11)-(13) elucidate how the ramp function defines the PVG
export power.
PP V (t0 ) − PG (t0 − ts )
R(t0 ) =
ts

Rs if R(t0 ) > Rs ,


−Rs if R(t0 ) < −Rs ,
Rr (t0 ) =


R(t0 ) otherwise .

PG (t0 ) = PG (t0 − ts ) + Rr (t0 − ts ) × ts

(14)

Eqs. (15)-(16) are applied to all projection points within the
prediction range in order to generate the most critical RR and
the appropriately restricted ramp for PVG is determined by
Eq. (17).

(11)

(12)

(13)

where PP V and PG are PV plant generation and the resulting
smoothed power, respectively. t0 and tS stand for present
time and sampling rate, respectively. Moreover, R and Rs
represent instantaneous RR of the PVG and the associated
extreme allowable RR, respectively.
Fig. 3(a) depicts an non-predictive smoothing process over a
sudden 100% drop in the generation follows the full recovery.
The upward and downward ramp functions are initiated upon
the detection of sudden changes. During the ramp down
period, the deficit energy marked by a1 has to be injected
while ramp-up smoothing requires energy absorption equal to
area a2 . This explains the critical role of a storage device
such as BS of sufficient capacity to ensure an acceptable nonpredictive PVG regulation. Given the upward ramps could be
simply yet not utmost efficiently compensated by curtailment
of the surplus power instead of energy absorption, battery-less
PVG regulation is technically viable provided the ramp down
procedures are started sufficiently prior to the occurrence of
the PVG under generation period. This requires an algorithm
that accurately predicts the timing and amplitude of sudden
under generations caused by passing clouds. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the battery-less predictive regulation and as seen it only
involves energy curtailment. Therefore, the mitigation of the
storage doesn’t disrupt the smoothing function.
In the following section, cloud prediction information is
incorporated to the conventional smoothing algorithm to investigate whether a satisfactory storage-free smoothing approach
is achieved, given the limitations and relative deficiencies of
the imagery based cloud prediction methods.

Ri (t0 ) =

PP (ti ) − PG (t0 )
ti − t0

i ∈ (1 : n)

Rc (t0 ) = min{R1 (t0 ), R2 (t0 ), . . . , Rn (t0 )}

Rs if Rc (t0 ) > Rs ,


−Rs if Rc (t0 ) < −Rs ,
Rr (t0 ) =


Rc (t0 ) otherwise .
PG (t0 ) = PG (t0 − ts ) + Rc (t0 − ts ) × ts

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

where Ri (t0 ) is the required RR to bridge the present PVG
value PG (t0 ) to the expected generation level at the ith
prediction point PP (ti ) and n is the number of prediction
instants. Moreover, Rc (t0 ) is the most critical RR which has
to be followed in order to achieve a smooth PG only by
allowing energy curtailment and without any back up power
injection. Rs and Rr (t0 ) are the extreme allowed RR and the
RR command to the PV system, respectively. The plant export
power is eventually defined by Eq. 18.
A practical storage-less PVG smoothing approach requires
a precise prediction of PP V by estimating the solar insolation,
incidence angle, and temperature of the PV panels. Any inaccuracy arising from prediction process might need supporting
power injection to be compensated. Alternatively, the lack of
desired precision could be appropriately addressed to mitigate
the required storage backup. In the following sections, two
different attempts to develop a prediction based PVG output
smoothing approaches are examined and compared in their
effectiveness and functionality.
C. Proposed Smoothing Method-I: Using Output Estimation
The principle of this approach is to estimate the projected
solar insolation according to the predicted cloudiness indices.
Therefore, based on the specifications of the test system, we
make few simplifying assumptions; virtually constant opencircuit voltage VOC , PV panel temperature T , and fill-factor
of F F . This results in the generated power being proportional
to insolation S:
PM P P = F F · VOC · ISC

ISC ∝ S @ T = 25◦ ,
VOC = 388.8[V ] = cte, F F = 0.73 = cte
∴ PM P P ∝ S

(19)

where ISC and PM P P signify the short-circuit current and
PV power at MPP, respectively. Furthermore, the angle of
incident for the direct component of the solar irradiance can
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Value

Camera

Model
Communication
Viewing Angle
Focal Length
Dynamic Range

ACTi E925
TCP/IP
189◦ (overview), 115.3◦ (high detail)
Fixed, f1.19 [mm]
Basic WDR 74 [dB]

Controller

Model
CPU
RAM
Storage

Raspberry Pi 2 Model B
900MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7
1 [GB]
16 [GB]

Inverter #1

Model
Rated power
Nominal AC voltage
MPP voltage range
Max. input current

SMA Sunny Boy 5000TL
4.6 [kW]
210 · · · 230 [V]
100 · · · 500 [V]
15 [A]

Inverter #2

Model
Rated power
Nominal AC voltage
MPP voltage range
Max. input current

Solis-4K-2G
4 [kVA]
180 · · · 270 [V]
100 · · · 500 [V]
15 [A]

Module
Open Circuit Voltage-VOC
Short Circuit Current-ISC
Peak Power Watts-PM P P
Panel Azimuth Angle
Panel Tilt Angle

ESM200S-125 Monocrystalline
388.8 [V]
6.3 [A]
1.8 [kW] @ 314.1 [V] , 5.73 [A]
0◦ N
34◦

Latitude
Longitude
Elevation

32.1◦ S

Location

Parameter

PV Array #1 / #2

TABLE I
S PECIFICATIONS OF T ESTBED

Fig. 4. Photo of the testbed for PVG smoothing based on the proposed cloud
prediction technique.

115.81◦ E
31 [m]

be obtained using the coordinates of the sun generated by the
solar positioning procedure [24] and alignment of the PV array.
Therefore, a rough approximation of PP V forecast values,
PP (ti ), are obtained in Eq. 20:
PP (ti ) = PM P P (ti ) = PST C · cos(α) · SOi

(20)

where PST C is the PVG output in standard test conditions
(STC), α is the solar incident angle, and SOi is the respective
solar occlusion factor. The simplified estimation of Eq. 20 is
used to obtain the projected generation values, PP (ti ), and
the governing principle of the ideal prediction, Eqs. (15)-(18),
are applied to meet the appropriate RR requirement. As the
smoothing control primarily relies on sudden variations, rather
than precise estimation of the export power of the PV plant, in
spite of the applied simplifications and resultant inaccuracies
the prediction information effectively improved the smoothing
process in terms of required backup power.
D. Proposed Method-II: Smoothing Using Binary Cloud Prediction
In order to address the limitations discussed earlier with
respect to the PVG output estimation, a conservative PVG
export smoothing strategy based on a binary cloud prediction
is proposed. This proactive approach slowly lowers the export

power into a reduced value during the critical situations when
it is highly likely that solar occlusion occurs and ramp that
up when the clouds are passed. This is determined by the
projected cloudiness figures SOi and COi. Therefore, the
projected plant export power at the prediction range is defined
by Eq. (21).

P

 PBase if P SOi > ΘSO ,
PBase if
COi > ΘCO ,
PP (tf ) =
(21)


PM P P otherwise .

where ΘSO and ΘCO are threshold values associated with
aggregated SOi and COi values, respectively. Furthermore,
PBase is the target amount of generated power during shut-off
condition which is determined as a percentage of the nominal
amount of expected generation in clear sky condition at the
time (PST C · cos(α)). The transmissivity characteristic of the
obscuring clouds is a decisive factor in subsequent incident
radiation, which barely causes the PVG output to decline by
more than 75%-80% [28]. Hence, the shut-Off coefficient of
CBase is assigned a value of 20% which enables efficient
utilisation of the PVG yield while smooth power generation
is maintained:
PBase (t) = CBase · PST C · cos(α)

(22)

The projected export value PP (tf ) is then introduced to Eqs.
(15)-(18) to determine the respective reference export power.
IV. D EVELOPED T ESTBED AND E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
This section sets out the configuration of hardware components of the testbed developed for conducting a series of
evaluative trials on the proposed PVG smoothing approach.
The key component of the developed system is a weather
proof fish-eye security camera with a wide dynamic range
(WDR) to accommodate the extremely broad extent of pixel
brightness in the sky image, ranging from the sun disc to
relatively dark cloud regions, without a considerable level of
saturation in the image. The IP camera is mounted upright
facing the sky in an outdoor area and communicated through
local area network (LAN). Based on the proposed strategy
discussed in section III-D a cloud prediction software is
developed and implemented on a Linux operating Raspberry
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Fig. 6. Smoothing signals for Dec. 4th, 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi.
(c) Export toggle command to solar inverter #1.
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Fig. 5. Smoothing results for Dec. 4th, 2015. (a) Non-Predictive. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction.

PI computer which acquires snapshots from the sky camera in
regular time steps and then generates and archives recent cloud
segmentation and optical flow data used for the solar occlusion
forecast. Meanwhile, for the purpose of future analysis all key
data are logged, i.e. image processing results, SOi and COi
figures. Ultimately, the RR command is generated and sent
out to a Solar-Gate [29], which is an intermediate device to
enable external control of the PV power export by overriding
the MPPT operation of the grid-tied solar inverter #1. The
solar inverter #2 is used with no export smoothing control
to allow a comparative evaluation of the proposed PVG
smoothing algorithm. Fig. 4 makes a visual presentation of the
composition of the testbed while Table I gives further details
about that.
V. E VALUATION AND A NALYSIS
This section aims at establishing a benchmark to assess performance and eligibility of the previously discussed
PVG smoothing schemes. Those are compared with the nonpredictive method in terms of required capacity of the storage
backup and the frequency of its usage. A preliminary trial
experiment was conducted at Magellan Power in Western
Australia, including different meteorological conditions, i.e.
fully sunny, overcast, and partly cloudy. The collected data set
includes all the critical prediction data including SOi, COi,
incident angle α, and the export power of the uncontrolled
solar inverters #2. It allows trying different set points of Eq.
(21) on the simulation model of the proposed PVG smoothing
algorithm in Matlab/Simulink® to obtain the most suitable

values. The lowest the cutting values ΘSO and ΘCO are, the
more sensitive and conservative becomes the proposed cloud
prediction algorithm. The optimised values of ΘSO = 0.15
and ΘCO = 0.15 ensure the best performance so that almost
all of the cloud events are detected properly. Further reduction
and narrowing down of the threshold values will not offer
significant improvement in the prediction quality, but tends
to create occasional erroneous ramp down commands during
the clear sky periods. Afterwards, an evaluative trial was also
carried out over 10 days in December 2015 to demonstrate
the practical viability of the proposed smoothing algorithm.
The 10 [min] prediction range is chosen according to the
desired RR of 10% per minute. In this experiment, inverter #1
was subject to the export smoothing based on the proposed
binary prediction approach of section III-D and the set points
in Table II. Concurrently, inverter #2 was connected to the
same size of PV array and operating normally at MPP with
no smoothing controls and the critical real-time information
is logged to provide the actual PVG data for the purpose
of simulating the other smoothing approaches in exactly the
same weather condition as the practical test of the proposed
binary prediction approach. The simulation models of the other
smoothing approaches are also developed in Matlab/Simulink®
to conduct a comparative study. As representative samples, the
measurement results of the proposed binary cloud prediction
based PVG smoothing approach are presented accompanied
with the simulation results associated with the other methods
using the non-predictive approach, ideal export prediction, and
output estimation. Figs. 5 and 7 illustrate the comparative
results for 4th and 8th of December, 2015 with scattered fastmoving clouds, and mostly clear sky, respectively. Furthermore, the aggregated SOi and COi figures and the resultant
smoothing command are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 8, respectively. The energy balance profile, i.e. energy yield, smoothing
power injection and absorption for different approaches are
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Fig. 8. Smoothing signals for Dec. 8th, 2015. (a) Total SOi. (b) Total COi.
(c) Export toggle command to solar inverter #1.
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Fig. 7. Smoothing results for Dec. 8th, 2015. (a) Non-Predictive. (b) Ideal
Prediction. (c) Estimation-based. (d) Binary Prediction.

summarised and compared in Fig. 9. To allow a more valid
comparison it is assumed that the absorbed energy is not
recovered into the grid while the injected energy is supplied
to meet the RR criteria.
As discussed in section III and indicated by Eqs. (13)
and (18), in the smoothing process the plant export power is
governed so as to satisfy the RR requirements. Therefore, the
sudden variations of the generated power have to be treated
by a storage system such as BS of sufficient energy and power
capacity. Incorporating the cloud prediction information, depending on how early the sudden variations are predicted and
how accurately the projected PVG level is estimated, tends to
mitigate the reliance on the required power injection (Fig. 3).
The following remarks could be concluded from the comparative results:
• The Non-predictive PVG smoothing (section III-A; Eqs.
(11)-(13)) involves bidirectional supporting energy exchange during ramp events. Therefore, energy injection
and absorption on ramp down and ramp up processes,
respectively, are essential to maintain the RR requirement.
This is illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and 7(a) where PInj
and PAbs represent the injected and absorbed power,
respectively. Therefore, the storage support is inevitable
in this approach which is a financial impediment to
vast deployment of PV resources across the areas that
RR requirement is a precondition for grid integration of
PVG plants. In particular not all battery technologies are
capable of delivering a cycle time as short as 10 [min], as
the typical power density normally allows around 1[hr]

•

cycling time [30]. Hence, the BS has to be oversized in
energy capacity to meet the power density of smoothing
treatment. On the other hand, as Fig. 9(a) shows this
approach exhibits a relatively high energy efficiency due
to relatively less energy absorption. Nevertheless, the
capital cost and the maintenance of BS has created a
motivation for exploring more economical alternatives.
As Figs. 5(b) and 7(b) imply, the ideal export prediction
PVG smoothing (section III-B; Eqs. (15)-(18)) shifts
the direction of smoothing energy exchange towards the
absorption and it no longer involves power injection.
Fig. 9(b) also confirms the fact that the energy injection could be totally mitigated provided the accurate
prediction information determines the occurrence of the
under/over generations and the resulting PV export power
is precisely estimated. However, the utmost yield is
achieved when the storage is deployed to handle the
energy absorption PAbs and deliver that slowly into the
utility grid, meanwhile maintaining the RR requirement.
Moreover, the unidirectional smoothing power allows for
possible elimination of the storage at the cost of reduced
energy efficiency of the smoothing process, as indicated
in Fig. 9(a). The financial benefit of mitigating the storage
distinctly outweighs the reduced financial revenue due
to the lower yield. The capital price of the BS system
normally accounts for a significant portion of the total
cost of a BS assisted PV plant, e.g. it adds up to 50%
to price of the PVG plant, as of 2012 in US [31].
Considering that, Perth, Western Australia, in average has
only 30% cloudy days a year [32]. Given, the cloudy days
are not of high yield compared to an ordinary sunny day
and only a portion of the generation is curtailed in the
smoothing process. The BS can recover less than 30% of
annual yield while requiring up to 50% additional capital
investment which is not financially justified compared to
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TABLE II
S MOOTHING S ET P OINTS .
Yield [kWh]

20

(a)
10

Injection [kWh]

0
0.6

(b)
0.4
0.2

Parameter

Symbol

Value

Permissible RR
Min Observation Range
Max Observation Range
Forecast Range
Split Forecast Range
SOi Threshold
COi Threshold
Shut-Off Coefficient

Rs
th1
th2
tf
tsp
ΘSO
ΘCO
CBase

180 [Wmin−1 ]
120 [s]
155 [s]
10 [min]
30 [s]
0.15
0.15
20%

Absorption [kWh]

0

10

(c)
5

0
Dec 4 th

Dec 8 th

Fig. 9. Segregated energy balance for different smoothing approaches.
(a) Energy yield, (b) injected energy, and (c) absorbed energy.

•

•

the prediction based PVG smoothing approach.
The proposed PVG smoothing based on output estimation
(section III-C; Eqs. (19)-(20)) shows virtually varying
performance depending on the degree of cloudiness. As
seen in Figs. 5(c) and 7(c) this method suffers from the
lack of perfect accuracy in the presence of fast moving
clouds. This is a typical drawback to the imagery based
cloud prediction approaches. On the other hand, in highly
cloudy days with substantially intermittent generation
level, even a relatively inaccurate forecast makes a remarkable decrease in the energy and power injection
backup for the smoothing. In contrast, in the case of
occasional brief shadings on a mostly sunny day it fails to
make a significant reduction in the smoothing energy injection either in terms of power, or occurrence frequency
(Fig. 9(b)). This is mainly attributed to the estimation
error during clear-sky periods. Moreover, the simplifications made in the calculation of projected generation level
in Eq. 19 creates an offset estimation error during the
clear sky periods and unnecessary energy absorption (Fig.
7(c)). Therefore, the output estimation method exhibits
a relatively inferior energy yield compared to the ideal
export prediction (Fig. 9(a)). Although it reduces the
amount of injected smoothing energy, this smoothing
approach involves bidirectional energy exchange which
still makes the assistance of the storage unavoidable.
The proposed binary prediction based PVG smoothing
approach (section III-D; Eqs. (21)-(22)), in essence, operates on the principle that the PVG export power is
restricted once passing clouds are projected to obscure
the solar disc or the circumsolar region. This conservative solution compensates for the inherent imperfect
accuracy of the cloud prediction process. Regardless of
the magnitude of the projected export reduction, output

power slowly ramps down to a reduced amount PBase
which will not be affected by the coming shading event.
Hence a reduced energy harvest only during the cloudy
days is typical of this approach compared to the ideal
PVG export prediction (Fig. 9(a)). The simulation results
suggest that during the passing clouds this method needs
an inconsiderable amount of backup power injection PInj
in only a very few instances day, which is negligible when
compared with the conventional non-predictive method
(Fig. 5 and Fig. 7). In practice, a slight deviations from
the required RR up to a certain extent is allowed by most
network operators, e.g. the Horizon Power Corporation
in Western Australia permits for a 10% non-linearity in
the RR of PVG power export [33]. The experimental
results show that the supporting power exchange never
exceeded the allowed non-linearity band (10% × 1.8 =
0.18[kW]) which can be well accommodated by the
existing spinning reserves of the utility grid. From the
financial point of view, a justification similar to the
ideal prediction methods holds for the practical proposed
binary cloud prediction method as well. Therefore, given
the minimum energy efficiency in the worst case scenario,
the proposed binary cloud prediction method still exhibits
a better financial profile compared to the conventional
non-predictive BS-based approach.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a predictive approach regulating the
erratic PVG export variations attributed to the passing clouds
to mitigate the extra burden on the operational reserve capacity of the utility grid. This smoothing method works on
the principle of initiating a ramp down function sufficiently
prior to the appearance of passing clouds over the PV array.
Compared to the non-predictive approaches that react to the
PVG intermittency issues upon the incidence, in the proposed
method the sudden and disruptive PVG export variations
are mostly avoided and the reliance on the backup power
injection is significantly reduced accordingly. This highlights
the ”proactive” characteristics of the proposed smoothing
approach as opposed to the ”reactive” nature of the nonpredictive solutions. The performance and practical viability
of the proposed method are evaluated through a series of
experimental tests on a prototype constructed at Magellan
Power in Western Australia. The experimental results are also
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compared with the associated results of the conventional nonpredictive smoothing strategy simulated in Matlab/Simulink® .
The main conclusions are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

A perfectly accurate PVG output prediction enables a
regulation method with no reliance on the back-up power
injection while the amount of produced energy is not
remarkably compromised.
Given the inherent shortcomings of the imagery-based
prediction approaches, a novel averaged cloud prediction
scheme with improved robustness is proposed that is capable of indicating the erratic solar generation variations
sufficiently ahead of its incidence.
The proposed binary cloud prediction using a sky camera
could significantly mitigate the reliance of the conventional PVG smoothing strategy on the supporting power
injection.
However due to the conservative nature of the cloud
prediction algorithm, for some operating conditions the
approach may suffer from an inferior energy harvest profile when compared with the ideal prediction technique.
In the case of the proposed binary prediction based
method, the financial benefit of mitigating storage support
well outweighs the curtailed energy involves during the
passing clouds.
The experimental outcomes of the proposed prediction
assisted PVG smoothing method support the feasibility
of a reliable battery-less ramp rate smoothing solution.
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